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Correction
In the March 19 issue of "The
Murray State News," Bashar
Azzeh's home country was
misidentified.
He is from
Jerusalem.

Court Update
Jamar Avant. fonner student and
Racer ba~ketball player, appe:~red in
Calloway County Circuit Coun Monday in connection with a November
incident in which two Murray State
employees received threatening emails.
Avant. who was charged with firstdegree terroristic threatemng. plc!aded
not guilty. and Judge Dennis Foust set
his jury trial for Jan. 22. 2003.

Faculty Senate presentation
to honor retiring employee
A reception for Bill Hall's retirement will be held from 2 to 3:30p.m.
May 7 in the Curris Center dance
lounge. The Faculty Senate meeting
will convene afterwards in the
Barkley room.
For more information, contact
Donna Miller by e-mail at
donna.miller®murraystate.edu or by
phone at 762-4273..
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Alumni Association staff members
will be selling the raffle tickets from
7:30a.m. to 1 p.m Tuesday and from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday on the Curris Center second floor.
The drawing will be held at 1 p.m.
Thursday. Participants do not have
to be present to win. All proceeds
will go to the Alumni Center building fund.

Annual Senior Breakfast
honors 2002 graduates
Senior Breakfast will be held for all
graduate and undergraduate students graduating in May or August
at 8 a.m. Tuesday in the Curris Center ballroom.
For more information, phone 762-

6831.

University team receives
human resource awards
Murray State's chapter of the Society for Human Resource Management participated in the SHRM Area
ll regional HR Games competition at
Kennesaw ~tate Umversity in
Atlanta April 20.
Murray State's team received Sl'Cond place, as well as a Collegiality
Trophy.

Alumni Association holds
raffle for gift certificates Student Support Services
Murray State's Alumni Associa- to hire fall semester tutors
tion is selling $1 rafne tickets for a
chance to win a $25 Big Apple Cafe
gift certificate, two Big Apple Cafe Tshirts, a $50 shopping spree to the
Kentucky Oaks Mall and a $50 gift
certificate to the Pasta House restaurant in Kentucky Oaks Mall.

The Murray State News

Students Support Services is currently hiring tutors for the summer
and fall 2002 semester.;.
SSS seeks to hire students who are
able to tutor in two or more of the
University Studies courses, with the
highest demand for tutoring in math,

science. English. world civilizations
and humanities courses.
Juniors and above with a minimum 3.5 GPA are encouraged to
apply.
For more information go to the SSS
office in the TRIO Building.

Music deparbnent to have
opera workshop ensemble
Murray State's music department
will present its Opera Workshop
Ensemble program, "Opera lmpres·
sions," at 8 tonight in the Performing
Arts Hall.
The performance will feature
staged musical performances and is
free and open to the public.

New phone line will infonn
callers about arts events
The College of Humanities and
Fine Arts' new phone line, 762ARTS, informs callers about
events, concerts, lecture series,
poetry readings and exhibits spon·
son..>d by the college.

Staff Excellence Awards
nominations due today
The deadline for Stclff Excellence
Award nominations is today.
Anyone may nominate st<~ff
members for this award. Nominlltion forms are available in each
dt•<m's office, academic department
offices, Curris Center Information
de-k, SGA office and from Staff
Congress members.

Campus Briej1y is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, t1ssista11t news editor.
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1------------------ - - -- - ----------Thursday, April 18

Saturday, April 20

8:06 a.m. Campus police
assisted in an arrest for
armed robbery at Minit Mart.
3:10 p.m. A caller reported a
stolen billfold at Racer
A rena. A n'port was taken
and the incident is under
investigation.
5:00 p.m . A resident in Hart
College reported finding an
illegal substance.
7:00 p.m. A caller reported
three subjects riding bicycles
through the mulch at Stewart
Stadium.
7:46 p.m. An individual
dropped his/her keys down
the elevator shaft in the Fine
Arts Building.
7:52 p.m. An intoxicated subject was
banned
from
advised to leave campus
after being banned from a
concert.
11:02 p .m. Several individuals were reported riding
minibikes in the practice
football field. The caller
advised this could damage
the sprinkler system.

4:24 p.m. The president
requested use of th e pool at
the Carr Healt h Building·.

Friday, April 19
1 2:05 a.m. MTV staffers were
advised to keep alcoholic
beverages in their trailer.
3:51 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued for disregarding
a traffic signal on Hwy. 94.

Sunday, April 21
12:40 a.m. A figh t between
two possibly intoxicated
ma les was reported behind
Franklin College.
12:37 p .m. An engagement
ring was stolen from a room
in Regents College. A report
was taken and the incident is
under investigation.
3:00 p . m . A non-in jury accident occurred behind the
Expo Center when a horse
got spooked and its lead
pu lled a trash can into a
truck.
11:01 p.m . A residence director reported a suspicious
smell at Hart College. The
individual was smoking a
cigarette with a unique
smell.

Monday, April 22
9:36 a.m. An officer attempted to reach a professor
whose dog had scattered
garbage on West Farm Road.
Contact was made.
11:20 a .m. A verbal warning
was issued for disregarding
a crosswalk.

Tuesday, April 23
12:46 a.m . A caller reported

th ree male subjects were possibly smoking marijuana in
the Franklin College parking
lot.
7:30 a.m. An officer advised
there was a vehicle with a
broken window in the Stewart Stadium parking lot. He
said there were workers in
the area mowing the lawn,
and they may have broken
the window with a rock. The
owner was notified and a
report was taken .
4:21 p . m . A caller reported
her car was hit in front of
Springer College. A report
was taken.

Wednesday, April 24
9:00 a.m . The weather alert
system was activated inadvertently. The alarm was
possibly weather·related.
6:10 p .m . A caller reported
an injured dog near Sparks
Hall. Animal control was
advised.
10:50 p .m . A caller reported a
opposum was having babies
in the Fine Arts Building
rock garden.

Motorist Assists-8
Police Escorts-4

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant llt'WS
editor. All dispatched calls are
not listed.
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''The Murray State News" strives to be tlte University community's soun:e for information.
Our goal Is to pnsent that lnfonnatlon In a fair and unbiased
manner and al10 pnwlde a free and open forum for expression and
deNte.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762-4480
Opi_nion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
t.
AdVertiSing: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

"lhe....,.., ........... o«en ............................

E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

for those students interested In Journalism or other fields relatlq
to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
appnwal of copy; and, ib editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2002 SUMMER "0" COUNSELORS
Re'Nita Avery
Faith Terry
lan Linenfelser
Julie Janes
Dawn Johnson
Matt McArthy
Tish Lyte
Annie Lawson
Stephon Gardner
Sarah Powell
Kaci Greer
Ellen Orndorff
Courtney Wilson

Kate Gaston
Jeremiah McGuire
Alissa Oakley
Terra Dunn
Jenny Moss
Jennifer Payne
John McGehee
Marilee Morgan
Stan Torzewski
Michelle Hastings
Eric Morski
Karen Stolt
Brandon Powell
Amber Wray

Parent Counselors:
Brett Koehan
Kim Freeman
Orientation Assistant:
Sara Bailey

Congratulations on your awards at the 2002 Southern Regional Orientation Workshop:
2nd Place Song/Skit Competition
4th Place Banner Competition

Best of luck this weekend and throughout the summer, you guys are AWESOME!
Christian, Paul and Jennifer
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Mother stabs son in cemetary,
daughter missing since 1987

Purdue student unhurt
after crashing airplane

MA YFlELD (AP) - A woman who once said
~he accidentally killed her daughter and then
recanted has been clllirged with attempted murder
in the stabbing of her 12-year-l)ld son in a rural
cemetery.
Authorities said Pamela Lynn Bailey took the
boy to the cemetery near Mayfield late Monday
and stabbed him three times. But the boy was able
to run away and fled to a nearby house. state police
Trooper Barry Meadows ~aid.
"He told detectives that his mother had taken
him to a cemetery and stabbed him." Meadows
-.aid.
Bailey. 37. of Mayfield. was arrested Tue~ay at
a ga!> station in Nononville, about 70 mile~ from
Mayfield in western Kentucky, Meadows said. He
said no weapon wa' found.
The boy was released from a ho~pital Tuesday
and is with his father. authorities ~aid .
Mayfield Police Chief Joel Natividad ~aid his
department is reopening the unsolved case of the
1987 disap~ce of Bailey's daughter, Marlena
Childress.
Bailey reported her daughter missing fmm her
yard in Union City. Tenn.• and -.everal weeks later
she confessed to accidentally killing the 4-year-old
girl and told police she threw the body into the
Obion River.
No body wao; found and Bailey later recanted.
No charges have been filed in the daughter's disappearance.

.

Louisville comedian turns tables
on telemarketers wHh prank calls
WASHINGTON (AP) - Louiwille comedian
Tom Mabe went undercover at a telemarketing
convention in the nation's capitol Monday to
tum the tables on an industry he loves to hate.
He was on the phone calling telemarketers in
their hotel rooms before dawn Monday.
Asked if he fell bad about w::~king the telemacketen. and owners of c:lll centers who attended
the American Teleservicc:. Association conference, Mabe said no way. ''What they do is so
intrusive,'' he said. "I think it's tre:;passing."
Mabe was working out of his horne office writing commercial jingles in 1993 when telemarketing calls started to exasperate him.
"When you're self-e mployed. you j ump when
'the phone rings. hoping it's a client," he said.
Mabe. who moonlights as a stand-up corni~. .
decided to get even by recording his conversations with telemarketers and playing pranks on
them.
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LAFA YETIE. Ind. (AP) - A
Purdue aviation technology student
was unhurt after crash-landing a
small airplane on the 14th green of
the Lafayette Golf Course.
Carol Ann Saunders. 24, a senior
at Purdue, tried to land on the golf
course after her plane stalled over
the city Tuesday evening. The craft
flipped on its top as she landed, but
she wa~ not injured.
"I looked up and thought. 'That
plane looks pretty low"' said Bob
Clodjeaux. one of the first golfers
to reach the plane after it came
down. "I could tell it was stalled....
It's amazing she can walk away."
Saunders was piloting a university-owned Piper airplane on a
training night and was returning to
the Purdue Airport from Anderson.
Purdue spokesman Joe Bennett
said.
'

School prayer bill author
urges senator to veto
BENTON, La. (AP)- The author
of a bill allowing spoken prayer in
Bossier Parish public schools now
wants Gov. Mike Foster to veto the
measure because the school district
would have to pay any court costs
from law~tuits.
Rep. Jane Smith, R-Bossier City.
pushed t.he bill successfully during
the recent special legislative session. However. the Senate added
an amendment that would send the
bills for court fights to the school
district, rather than the state.
Last week, the Bossier Parish
School Board said it backed verbal
prayer. but was opposed to footing
the bill for any legal costs.
"1 don't think it's right to mislead my colleagues in the Senate.
They passed the bill thinking
Bossier Parish would pick up the
bill, and it wouldn't be right to ask
· Bo10sier P..uish to do that." Smith
said Tuesilay.
Smtih said she expected the Legislature to revisit the school prayer
issue in the future.

University suspends Pikes
for underage drinking
ROCK HILL, S.C. (AP) - The
largest fraternity at Winthrop
University has been suspended
after an underage student !'ouffered
from alcohol poisoning at the
house.
The Sigma Theta chapter of Pi
Kappa Alpha was suspended until
August 2003, when the house will
be placed on one year of probation
During the probationary period,
the 60-member organization must
fulfill eight requirements before it
can be reinstated in August 2004
by the University Judicial Council, according to a ruling i:;sued
late Monday.
The council, made up of faculty
and students, mel for five or six
hours Friday before handing
down what is considered to be a
stiff punishment. said Grant Scurry. coordinator of student life for
judicial affairs.
The disciplinary action came
after 19-year-old Winthrop student Kimberly Hobbs was taken
to Piedmont Medical Center on
Feb. 8. suffering from a near-fatal
dose of alcohol poisoning. She
wus cited for underage drinking.
A fraternity member, Russell
Ryan Ulmer. 20. was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol and transferring alcohol to an underage person.

Durable-goods orders
fall 6 percent in March
WASHINGTON (AP) • Orders
to U.S . factories for big-ticket
goods fell six percent in March.
the first drop in the last four
months, reflecting slackened
demand for cars and computers.
The decline reported by the
Commerce Department Wednesday for costly manufacturered
goods came after orders rose by a
solid 2.7 percent in February.
March's performance was
weaker than many analysts
expected.

Judge drops Algerians
from extradition case
LONDON (AP) - Extradition proceedings against
Algerian pilot Lotfi Raissi once described by U.S. authorities as a trainer for the Sept
II hijackers - were dropped
Wednesday after a judge ruled
there was insufficient evidence.
·
Judge Timothy Workman
turned down a U.S. request
seeking Raissi's extradition on
lesser charges of lying to the
Federal Avi at ion Authority
when he filled out a form seeking to extend his pilot's license
in April 200 I.

Kissinger dismisses
war crimes accusations
LONDON (AP) - Former
U.S. secretary of state Henry
Kissinger admitted Wednesday that mistakes were "quite
possibly"' made in administrations in which he served but
questioned whether it was
appropriate to revisit those
error-; in court now.
As Kissinger addressed a
business convention in London, dozens of protesters
staged a demonstration outside
the conference hall accusing
him of wac crimes for his role
in U.S. actions in Vietnam.
Lao!<> and Cambodia.
"No one can say that he
served in an administration
that did not make mistakes,"
he said. "The decisions made
in high office are usually 5149 decisions so it is quite possible that mistakes were
made."
"The issue is whether 30
years after the event courts are
the appropriate means by
which determination is made.''
he added.
Kissinger, who is resisting a
request by Spain for questioning about his alleged involvement in a plot in the 1970s and

1980s to eliminate Latin
American dissidents, ignored
the protesters waving a large
effigy of him and chanting
"wac criminal."

Test shows 30 percent
of workers with HIV
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(AP) - Gold mining giant
AngloGold estimated Wednesday that between 25 and 30
percent of its South African
work force was HIV positive
and called for a coherent
national strategy to combat the
AIDS epidemic.
One of the world's largest
gold producers. AngloGold
has about 44,000 South
African employees. while
another 6,000 work at its
mines in Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Mali and Namibia. Its
HJV prevalence estimate was
based on tests done last year
on more than I ,800 employees.

War-crime suspect
to surrender to U.N.
BELGRADE. Yugoslavia
(AP) - Yugoslavia's former
army commander. a top war
crimes suspect, will tum himself in to the U.N. tribunal in
the Netherlands on Thursday.
his lawyer said Wednesday.
Gen. Dragoljub Ojdanic,
who led government forces
against ethnic Albanians and
NATO during the 1998-99 wac
over Yugoslavia's Kosovo
province, will honor his pledge
to surrender and will travel to
The Hague in the morning
"barring some last minute surprises." said his lawyer,
Vojislav Selezan.

President describes
incursion as barbaric
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) • Egypt's President Hosni Mubara.k
blasted Israel's incursion into

the Palestiniun territories as
"barbaric" in u speech
Wednesday.
But Mubarak. in a nationwide broadcast over ~tate-run
television marking the 20th
anniversary of the day the
return of tht: Sinai was completed under the Camp David
accord~. said Egypt will continue its "pioneering role" in
Mideast peace rnnJ..:ing.
lsrael occupied the Sinai, a
strip of desert on the EgyptianIsraeli border. in the 1967
Mideast war. Camp David pioneered the "land-for-peace"
model for re~olving the IsraeliArab conflict.
"What is going on now, such
as the reoccupation of th~
Palestinian territorie' aml the
despicable siege of the democratically elected Palestinian
leadership is a b;1rbaric and
premeditated
agg•cssion,"
Mubarak said.

United Nations urges
violations investigation
GENEVA (AP) • The United Nations human right11 chid
on Wedne-;day c;tlled for a
detailed and mdcpcndcm
investigation tntn violations
committed by both sides in the
Israeli-Palestinian conllkt.
But the Israeli ambassador
said a report to the top U.N.
rights watchdog by Mary
Robinson, U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights.
was another example of onesided criticism of his country.
"There is an urgent need for
a comprehensive investigation
into alleged breaches of international human rights and
humanitarian lnw. an investigation that would be independent of the partie<; hut conducted with their full cooperation."
said Robinson in her report.
World Briefly is complied by
Tim Siniard, staff writer,

The Executive Council of the Student Government Association would like to thank the
student body for a wonderful and very successful year. Without YOUR SUPPORT, we
could not have achieved our many goals and objectives. Here is a list of a few of our
accomplishments and events we provided for you this year in SGA. The Executive
Council extends its heartfelt thanks to you for a great year and to the new Executive
Council, we wish you the best of luck. Work hard, listen harder, and never ever give up.

Nikki
Billy Hansen • Vice
Josh Rose • RCA
Brett Keohan •
Jace Rabe

Wellness Center • The Source • On-Line Voting • Sidewalk from Residential Colleges to RSEC • Plans for Sidewalk from College Courts to RSEC • Designated Driver
Cards • Campus Safety Tour • Discussed Budget Issues with Speaker of the House, Jodi Richards • Discussed Budget Issues and "Bucks for Brains" with Senate President
David Williams • Discussed Legislative Issues with the Kentucky ChiefJustice of the Supreme Court • CORP Program • Longer Hours at Fast Tracks • Homecoming King
& Queen Elections • Homecoming Parade • Homecoming Pre-game Activities • Hosted Kentucky Board of Student Body Presidents' Meeting • New Standing Committee,
Freshman Council• SLIP Fund • Unpack Your Suitcase Program • Voiced the Need for a Student-oriented MSU President and Obtained One • Increased Awareness of
Honors Programs Needs • Remembrance Wall (9/n) • Meet the MSU President Forum at Winslow • MSU Presidential Candidates Forum • SGA Presidential Debate
Passed Numerous Resolutions • Scribes & Vibes • Valentine's Day Love Calculator • Buttons for Women's "Be Safe Week" • Numerous Surveys for the Student Body
Campus Planner • Michelle Branch • The Calling • Abyss • Nelly and St. Lunatics • KC & Jo]o • Lifehouse • Nickel Creek • Nickelback • Injected • Default • MTV C~mpus
Invasion Village • Barefoot Hawaiian Dancers • Danny Glover • Hip Hop Lessons • Annual Event, Rocky Horror Picture Show • Miss MSU • Homecoming • Blood Drives
Core Project •JCMP Day Surveys • Tom Deluca, Hypnotist • Unity Day March and 9/n Remembrance Discussion • Poster Sales • Hoosier Daddy (Fall Orientation Band)
Wax Hands • Photo Keychains • "Drink Think," Rick Barnes Lecture • Star Flicks, .Make Your Own Video • Murray Madness • Heard Numerous Student Issues and
Addressed them Weekly • Talent Contest at Winslow
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Students pay to use Lovett
Our View
Issue:
MSU IS CHARGING

$500

OR

I 0 PERCENT

OF ALL PROFITS FOR

T

K

What do you think
about the possibility
of smoking being
prohibited in all the
residential colleges?

THE USE OF LOVETT
AUDITORIUM.

POSITION:
NOT ONLY IS IT
DETRIMENTAL TO
MANY
LONG·STANDING
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
HELD AT LOVETT, BUT
IT ALSO TAXES
ORGANIZATIONS THAT
WOULD HAVE
DONATED All THEIR

"There should
be separate
areas for each
dorm so the
community
areas aren't
contaminated."

PROCEEDS TO CHARITY.

CANDACE MAKOWSKI
S6fll0f, Crestview, Fl.

"I think it is
a good idea,
and people
can go
outside to
smoke."
MARQUISE MciNTYRE
sophomore, Geotpetown

~Smoking

should be
prohibited in a
designated area
so non-smokers
aren't
offended."

Murray State. through the
College of Fine Arts and
Humanities. has been charging various groups for the use
of Lovell Auditorium.
The fees for the use of the
auditorium have been in
place since I984, but have
just been enforced since
November.
A fee of about $500 or l 0
percent of all proceeds has
been charged to those organizatrons that plan to make a
profit from their use of the
auditorium.
Included in this fee is an $8
charge for opening the auditorium doors after 5 p.m.
Eight dollars for opening the
door? Where can one find an
application for that job? And
what kind of qualifications
must one have to obtain such
a high-paying job'? Is there a
special program for earning a
key·turner's degree here at
Murray State we do not know
about?
Although trivial fees such
as this would upset most
monetarily challenged college students, the main controversy lies in the fact that
many of the organizations
that make a profit from the
events at Lovett, donate all
their proceeds to charity.
These events are held for
the sole purpose of raising
funds for certain philanthropic causes. Any fees charged
for hosting these events in
Lovett Auditorium would be
depriving those charities of
the full amount of donation.
An example is the Mr.
MSU pageant. The pageant is
held in Lovett annually and
donates all its proceeds to
either arthritis research or the
American Red Cross.
If the competition is taxed
for the use of the auditorium,
it will either not be able to
give as much money to its

·.
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philanthropy. or not be able
to afford hosting the event in
the auditorium at all.
The University claims the
fee goes toward maintenance
and repair of the building.
Students already pay exorbitant tuition fees. They should
not have to pay such a high
price for the use of a building
on campus.
The fee structure is set up
so that revenue-generating
programs, except those spon-

s

sored by SGA, pay a rental
fee of $500 or l 0 percent of
gross receipts.
Additional fees charged are
setup/moving,
technical
crew, custodian, security,
house manager on site and
lock/unlock after hours fees.
It is a travesty to charge
student organizations a fee to
host an event on the steps of,
or inside, Lovett Auditorium.
What's next? Charging students a cardiovascular fee to

walk along the pedestrian
mall? Maybe a zoo fee for
watching the squirrels nnd
birds frolicking in lhe quad?
How about a tanning fee for
use of the sunlight on campus?
The University needs to
designate a specific budget
intended solely for the main·
tenance and repair of Lovett
Auditorium instead of requiring students pay for events
hosted there.

is
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Craft produces unique lifestyle

"Smoking is
banned in all
campus
buildings so it
makes sense to
ban it in the
dorms, too."

In My
Opinion

STEPHEN KEENE

$8flior, LOUisville
New~
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MICHELLE OORGAN·CARPENTER
JUIIIOr. Memphis

Jenny Hahn/ The

I'M SOll.'l BUT \r
'IOU wANT TO SIT Ot4
THESE S1EPS 11S

SEVERO
AVILA
"THEY'RE NOT
A SINISTER RACE
OF SPACE ALIENS
IN DISGUISE
BENT ON
OVERTAKING
THE
GOVERNMENT..."

Have you ever walked across campus with a
friend. passed the Fine Arts Building and ..,een
some eccentric people flailing their arms about
as they loudly c:xplnin to their comrades why
they think the animation in "X·Men" wa'i so
much better than the animation in •·Dragon Ball
Z'"! Did you then turn to your friend with a condescending '>mirk and sarcastically say, "theater
major<;"''!
Well, I've done that. I admit I have judged
those so-called eccentric people without even
gi\'ing them n chance.
Recently, I was given the opportunity to spend
some <iuality time wirh a handful of theater
maJor~ I wu-. cast in the theater department's
production of Shakespeare's "Much Ado About
Nothing."
Believe me. after gelling the role and meeting
the re~t of 1he ca.,t for the lir~t time - most of
whom are theater majors- I wanted to gouge my
eyes out with a rusty fork. I thought there was no
wa)' I could spend the next month and a half in
close proxtmity with these people. They were
just too wctrd, and coming from me. that is delinitely :-.aying somcrhing.
Like many of you, I thought theater majors
were just too extnwerted, loud. l:Oiorful and dramatic lor my liking.
After seeing tho!'c people every single day and
night for a month and a half. however. I ha\'e
completely changed the way I look at others.
First of all, it is obviom. why theater majors arc
so dramatic and extroverted. That is their craft.
That io,; the rca,on they exi't- to act out. drarna-

ti7e, portray and pretend.
Secondly. they are loud because it is required
of them. They must ~ttand on a huge stage with
hot lights glaring in their eyes and project their
voices out into a packed, acoustically inadequate
theater. They have to be heard by the little old
lady in the last row. despite the frl!:-.hman and his
girlfriend giggling in the front row and some
incon-.iderate mom who brought her wailing
baby to a perfcmnance of Shakespeare. They ·are
trained to be loud and to move big.
There· s also a reason some of them look
unkempt. ll's not poor hygiene. There is some
kind ot' theater law that says you cannot cut your
hair when you are cast in a sho"'. If you do, l
believe you will be roped and gagged, lhen
dragged to the town square where you will be
severely beaten. So don't thtnk they look shaggy
and uncombed on purpose. The vengeful theater
gc.xh dc:rnand th1s c;acrifice
There's also a very good reason why theater
maJOrs tend to stick together so much and not
~ocialize as much with other students. It's not
because they're aloof and unapproachable, or
that they're a o;imster race of '>pace alien.., in di'i·
guise bent on ovenakmg the government. as I
had previous!)' tmagtned lt''i becau~e it'' hard to
find p<!Ople who understand you have cla~ses all
day and rehearsal all night, and that after that
you're too tired to even eat.
It's hard to find someone whu unden.tands
why you have to be at the theater ~everal hours
before a show becau~e you have to put on makeup and your costume and lhen warm up. Few

people outside the \~orld of theater understand
these t.hings.
There <Ire also \'>onJerfully quirky thing:. about
the world uf the \I age thut mo't of us don·, know.
like why you can't say "Macbeth'' out loud in the
theater, or why ""hen 'omeone says "live minutes'' your reply should he ..thank you, live.''
It wa-. n wonder to me why, after week~ of
painstaking attention to detail and hand~ome
craftsmanship on n beautiful set. the entire cast
and crew look great pleasure in dernolbhing that
set in a matter of hour... o.fkr 1he last show. And
God forbtd you should rnis<; a costume tilling.
These are the intricacies ul I he theal\!t . Kot
always logical, but alwa.>s mteresung and certainly entertain mg. These ••re the 1hings I learned
when a bunch of theater majors let me into I heir
world for JU~t a "While.
So. if you ever pa'" the Fine Arls Building and
!>ee a group of theater majors taUJng animatedly
about the o;uccesses .and failures of .. Moulin
Rouge." don't ~com or mock them. Pull up a
chair. ask them to tell you one or their dead-baby
jokes and prepare for the ride nf your life.
They arc: the players. They are the villains and
the virgins. and 1hey are the characters and the
clowns. Eccentric, yes. But eccentric i•m'l
always a had thing.
Murray State's theali:r major... are a refreshing
break from the mundane. They enter our live:.,
entertain und amaze us ... and then .•. they exit.
St•vcro A l'ila i.l opinion editor for " The ,'./urray
Slate News."

• Your Opinion
Treasurer-elect thanks voters,
promises dedicated service
To the Editor.
I wuuld ltke to thank the studenb of

Murray Stale University for placing their
confidence in me to be the next trea ... urer
of the Student GovernmenL A~~ociation.
My deepest appreciation goes 10 ull of my
:-.upporters and to those who helped my
campaign. I urn both honored and humbled.
Regardless of their Vllte. I'd like lO

thank all the students who voted.
expresstng an intere-.t 1n the election
process and in student government. Their
\'oice is extremely tmportant in University affairs. As an SGA officer. my goal
remains to help strengthen the alliance
between the student body and University
orticials.
Con!!ratulations In all who won, as well
~.~-. those who were not elected. I join all
uther 'tudenl., in being indehted to them
for their desire to help lead this wonder·
lui organization.
To my fellow Executive Council members. I am sincerely hlOklng forward to

working alongside t!ach of you during the
next year. And. to the former Executive
Council. congratulations on a successful
year We: have -.orne: big shoes to Jill.
Words cannot express the overwhelm·
ing sense of pride that JS felt within me
for MSU and for the SGA
Students should know they can
approach me at an~ time with concern'>.
questions or input on any is-.ue the) deem
important. They will be heanl and constdered.
My pledge remains to a be a dedicated
leader. a humble ;ervam nnd, alway~. u
friend.

Gratefully.
Jessica Reed
SGA treasurer-elect

WrHe to us
"The Murrc1y State New~·· welcomes commentaries and letters to tb..: editor. Letters
should be 300 won.ls or fewer and must be
'>igned. Contributors should mclude
addresses and phone numbers for veriticat..ion. Please include homelown, clas~ilica
tion. title or relationship lO the University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style, length nnd content.
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Murray State not students' doctor
In My

Opinion

LOREE

STARK

I am a non-smoker.
l!'s safe to say those brutal images of tarred lungs
shoved in my face in my middle school health class
left quite an impression.
My parents didn't smoke. There has never ~eemed
to be much of a decision when it comes to making a
conscious choice to fill my nostrils, throat and lungs
with putis of tainted smoke.
So it might come as a surprise that I am opposed to
a new policy that is being proposed by the Univen;ity to make all the residential colleges smoke-free.
Safety is a priority. as well it should be. Smoke
detectors, fire alanns and randomized fire drills are
excellent - if not annoying - requirements for a ~afe
living environment. These things are all precautions.
standards set acm~s the board to ensure safety.
If the University chooses to change all the residential colleges to non-smoking, it will be the second
state-funded univen;ity in Kentucky after Kentucky
State University to do so.
The Universtty of KeniUcky, University of
Louisville and Western Kentucky University all offer
smoking and non-smoking residences. The other universities are all divided into either smokinglnonsmokmg tloors or rooms.
The problem arises when you take into consideration that the University requires all studenl' to hve on
campu~ for their lirst two year.; at Murray State.
Assuming the re~idential colleges are smoke-free

by next fall, smoking students who have already
made plan~ to attend the Univen;ity \\ill be forced to
make a major lifestyle change with no warning.
Il is difficult to expect individuals who are more
prone to leave the house with their cigarettes than
thl!ir key~ to openly accept a non-smoking policy in
the residential colleges. The choice to ~moke in the
residential colleges is no doubt an issue on the mind
of student smoker.; before they choose what school
they will attend and where they Jive.
The catch here is if studenL'i choose to go to Murruy State. they are given no choice outside of the residential colleges in terms of living arrat.!Sements.
Moving to college has long been considered a step
into the real world. When an individual moves into an
area looking for appropriate housing, they are given
options that include smoking and non-smoking. In
thi!> sense. it would be more appropriate for the Unive~ity to make ~orne re~idcntial colleges non-smoking. At rbe very least. in order to be fair to incoming
students. the University need' to establish a phasing
process over the next few year.; to become complete·
ly smoke-free.
I'm having a hard time pinpointing what the actual
issue at hand is here. Some say it is a safety issue.
Some say it is a health issue. Likely. itts a combination of both.
Curiou~ about the safety i:>sue. I put in a call to
Kentucky Stute Commissioner Ken Meredith.

Artist's love
u.n requited
In My

Opinion

MEUSSA
ALLEN
"THE ART WORLD
NEVER LOVES AN
ARTIST
UNCONDITIONALLY;
IT ONLY EMBRACES
HER FOR. A WHILE."

The antithesis of the "art world"
is "unconditional love." I have
jumped to the dangerous conclusion
that artists can cultivate unconditional love for their own works.
Artists see their pieces through
infancy and formidable stages,
much like a mother raises a child.
However. that emotion is not reciprocated toward an artist or her
works bv the art world.
It is dftTicult. if not impossible, to
whirlwind into the art scene,
because an artist needs to do the
right thing at the right time. know
the right person and take advantage
of an opportune moment to make
interesting conversation .
If the artist can keep up the fre sh
ideas and a standard of quality, then
the gallery is always happy to see
her. Still, the art world never loves
an artist unconditionally; it only
embraces her for a time.
This year's Annual Student Art
Show didn't take me in its arms at
all. Instead. I rescued my two drawings from the ' rejection room' this
past Monday morning. My babies
were lying in a stack like playing
cards. One of their mat-board
frames was smeared with its own
pastel.
As I carried rhe bright, but weary,
downtrodden drawings back to my
studio. the emotion I fdt resembled
something close to unconditional
love.
Knowing firsthand that there was
no love for my drawings could have
been an event to make me biller.
However. I have grown a thickened.
tender skin. The riveting moment
thal spurred this growth occurred
la~t cenrury. back in 19<?9.
Another student and I organized
an art show to celebrate March as
Women's History Month. One of
my exhibition contenders was a
drawing about an ex-boyfriend.
dead "love" and fall leave!'.
I can ' t imagine anything ebe
being more appropriate for an exhibition that addressed women's
issues. Long story short. the juror
gave it the boot.
With tears and anger in my eyes, I
carried my own "Fell Like Fall"
gingerly in my arms to the rejection
room.
This was a big day for me back in
'99. During the course of an hour. l
rl!cognized my personal biases in
favor or against other artists and my
lack of influence over the juror who
was deciding what would be in this
exhibition that J helped organize.
I also carne to understand that.
had there been a different juror.
tht!re would have been a different
show.
I had to separate myself from my
art in order to deal with rejection.
I am not represented in this year\
studem show.
Yet. I ilm not going to pine over it
or rethink what I do.
I know that personal preference
and academic aesthetic walk a fine
line.
Above all things I remember that
it's not personal: it's business. In
business. it 's contractual ami conditional.
,\te/issa Alle11 i.\ a senior art mc{ior
from Crt•stl\'cwcl.

Meredith told me only three fires have occurred at
Kentucky universities and colleges this year as a
result of smoking. In those instances, there were no
injuries.
"It's a very, very small amount." Meredith said.
In terms of health, I'm not quite sure that it is the
job of the University to serve as "behavioral police"
for the student body living in the residential colleges.
StudenLq looking for behavioral discipline often
choose to fork out the extra cash and attend a private
college. where oftentimes religion. morul-; and behavioral expectations are at the heart of the school's mission statement. The appeal of Murray State is the
quality of education for a reasonable price, not the
likelihood of being monitored for nationally-accepted
health decisions.
What this isn't is an issue of legality. Of course stu·
dents can't have marijuana in the residential colleges.
That's illegal. Sure. students can't bring alcohol into
their rooms. The majority of students required to live
in the re~tdential colleges are under 21, which, us we
all know. makes it an illegal activity. Purchasing cigarenes, after the age of 18, is perfectly legal. And,
incidentally, the overwhelming majority of student:.
who attend Murray State are 18 or older.
You would be hard-pressed to find someone happier than my~elf if the world collectively put down its
Marlboros. This. however, is not reality. Making the
residential colleges smoke-free and then not even

I

I ST\LL CANT ~EL\EVE.

SCHOOL SHUT DOWN
SKYDIV IN G

providing provisions for the students that do smoke is
simply sending students the message that they never
really left their parents at home.
If the administration chooses to take a stance on
this issue from a health perspective, it makes me
wonder what will be tackled next. Obesity is considered a national problem. Will Winslow ditch the buffet for packaged diet plans'? Drinking and driving is
always a concern. Will there be key masters standing
around unxiou~ly in all the residential coUege parKing
lot~?

This is the bottom line: If the University chooses to
make such an impactful change in the residential colleges without giving students who have already
enrolled for the next academic year warning, they
should at least give them the freedom to live off campus. If student behavioral decisions are such a priority, I want to see it marketed in some brochures right
next to the G.S. News and World Report rattng
Sucking do\\-n a puff of smoke cenainly doesn't
sound very appealing to non-smoker.;. I know it doesn't to me. But forcing incoming students to live on
campu!> and then taking away a freedom they
believed they already had sure doesn' t go down well
either.

Loree Stark is editor in chieffor ''The Murray State
News."

1 ~(Now! 1 'WAS JUST
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Alexander people's president
In My

Opinion

RYAN
BROOKS

"I

STOOD IN

THE QUAD IN
DISBELIEF AS
OUR PRESIDENT
SAUNTERED BY
CLUTCHING
THE MOST
RECENT EDITION OF 'THE
MURRAY STATE
NEWS'."

A week has not yet passed within
whkh I have not been utterly amazed
hy our newest University president, Dr.
F. King Alexander. I am beginning to
think he must have the gift ~)r
omnipresence.
I urn WOWed each time I hear of
anything he has put his hand to. I have
no close working relationship with Dr.
Alexander. so I can \\rite the things on
this page without the) fear of uny point·
and-laughing coming my way from
friends .
I can honestly say the:.e things arc
really my feelings. They appear on
"The Murray State News'" opinion
page. They are not solicited . None of
my peers could ever say I need a good
letter of recommendation from the
man.
I feel the slight need for a disclaimer
because it may seem strange (or even
eerie) that someone with tacs to "The
News" would ever let praise of a president slip frorn his mouth .
After living out most of my years at
Mumt) State under the reign of Dr.
Kem Alexander, it seems I may have
been socialized to believe no one evc.:r
says anything positive about any member of Murray State's admini:.tration.
Times are changing.
Last week. on the way to one of my
cla~<;es, I stood in the 4uad in disbelief
as our President sauntered by clutching
the mo~t recent edition of "The Murray
Stute New~." He was not !>urrounded
by un entourage of Board of Regents
memht:r~. neither was he in any apparent hurry. He was simply strolling
through campus. waving to profe,:.ors
and commenting on how nice the
weather was.
I was stunned to ~ay the very lea:o.t.
Surely he was not supposed to walk
among the <.'ommon folk. Surely he
wac; breaking ...omc rule 111· hylaw hy

appearing outside a formal boardroom
or meeting setting.
1 had been told before that this would
be the "people'" president." but I
4uickly passed that off as another campaign promise. I was convinced lhis
was definitely not the case that morning.
Upon mentioning this momentous
occasiOn to friends and co-worker~- l
was stunned by the number of other
presidential spottings in the area.
My editor-in-chief Loree Stark said
... he knew of a recent recruiting trip.
Apparently, our commander-in-chief
made several trips to local high schools
encouraging studenh to put Murray
State in their plans for the future. Upon
being asked. "bn ' t college really
expensive?" by some thoughtful fledgling. he responded with a you-can-doany thing-you-set-your-mind-to ~peech .
1 can't honestly say I know very
many college presidents. but I wouldn't think recruiting trips are a part or
their normal schedule, much less pep
talks with worried youngsters.
My roommate, Mike Brackett , mentioned another appearance. Apparently,
he often sees Dr. Alexander playing
ba!>ketball in Carr Health. Legend has
it that the prez whoops up on some
unsuspecting college guys. then
divulges his secret identity after the
game.
It's comforting to know our fearless
leader can shoot hoops with the best of
'em, or is even willing to show up in
Carr Health instead of having a court
built with Univer ...ity funds behind
Oakhursl.
I'm not in a po~ition of great liberty.
but I've also heard of some pretty
noble moves concerning the faculty at
Murray State. I'm sure the president
know~ hi~ relationship with our profes...on. is an important one, and I haven't

heard much complaining from their
direction lately. That's definitely a
.,lrange thing compared to the rest of
my yearo; at Murray State. Turning
down tenure is a bold move. and only
one I would expect from someone who
ha~ the University above his personal
needs. Along with that, !'lOme wrongs
have been righted, und that's just
something no one can complain about.
Lastly, but probably most impressively. my girlfriend Kathleen Oberschelp sighted Dr:. Alexander shopping
with his daughters in JC Penney's. The
Oakhur:.t nanny could probably take
care of the task, considering his hect1c
schedule, but then we couldn't consid·
er him Super Dad us well as Super
Prez. I've had the pleasure of meeting
both of Dr. Alexander's daughters, and
I can say from my limited time with
them they arc pretty great kids.
Wrule I' m sure they' re also a handful at times (especially the youngest,
Madison). it is great to lo.now our president makes spending time with them a
priority rather than a chore.
I heard plenty of promises from the
Board of Regents last year when this
so-called "People's President" was
appointed. I first passed them off as
more wind from the boardroom, but l
haven't ~een anything but fulfilled
promise-. since . While the complaining
has stopped, I don· t hear many praises
being sung.
That's exactly why this journalist
had to write something. All of these
things are parts of what I've always
thought a great university president
should he. The walls really do have
c•trs. and I hear great things from them.
I don't know how he does it. but my
h::tt's off to him.

Ryan Brook.\ is mwciare editor for
.. flu: Murmy Srate Ne1r.1."
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Proposal to supply
additional parking
BY M ARCI O W EN
NEWS EDITOR

Murray State officials are
considering the purchase of
property that would provide
additional parking spaces.
Vice President of Finance
and Administrative Services
Tom Denton said the MSU
Foundation has entered into an
agreement to purchase the
property that is currently the
location for University Tire
and Auto at 15th and Main
streets.
"The University has not yet
purchased the property." Denton said. "We will be asking
the University Board of
Regents at its next meeting to
approve the purchase from the
Foundation."
Denton said he had discussed the purchase of the
property with the owner in
August 1996.
''In addition to formal communication with the owner.
due to its proximity to campus. the administralion and
friends of the University had
often remarked that it would
be beneficial to purchase this
property," Denton said.
Denton said because of previous
conversations
and
because his office handles real
property acqutstttons, the
owner let him know it was

available.
"Mr. (Bob) Richey (the
owner} has been very accommodating to the University in
the past and has leased to us a
portion of the property since
October 1996 to use for parking spaces,'' Denton said.
University President F. King
Alexander said there is
approximately one acre of
property that could be potentially utilized for parking.
"We need more parking,
especially when we begin construction on the science building. because we're going to
lose a lot of parking spaces,"
Alexander sat d. "That's a
prime piece of property for us
that's ju.-.t been made available, and we've got construction fund.., from the science
building that we can acquire;
however, that area will be purchased with parking fees."
Alexander said the Board of
Regents will probably vote on
the acquisition during its June
meeting.
Although he is unsure of
how the space would be
wned. Alexander said he
would hope the lot would be
usable by the fall.
"It really depends on the
owner and when he' s thinking
about selling it." Alexander
said. " I don ' t know when that
date is.''

April 26, 1002

lVA investment team wins $20,000
BY TAYLOR EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Murray State's investment
challenge team was awarded
$20.000 after winning second
and third place at the Tennessee Valley Authority's
investment challenge competition Apri I 4.
Investment team faculty
adviser larry Guin said TVA
gave 19 schools in the region
$100.000 to invest in the stock
market He said the universities then competed to attain the
highest return rate on a oneyear and three-year basis.
"For three years. Murray
State students earned a 39

percent rate of return. Over
that same period of time. the
market overall earned negative 3 percent," Guin said.
"For one year. 200 I, the market overall lost 12 percent,
and Murray State's team
earned I percent."
Guin said studenh in two
cla.,ses. graduate and undergraduate, participated in the
competition. He said students
did Internet resl!arch and put
together a portfolio of stocks
as part of the coun;e curriculum.
"They baskally did two
things: They lenrnl!d as much
as they could a!><>ut the operations of the company. and

they determined how much
the stock wa:-. worth, that is.
evaluative analysis." Guin
said. "Then. they compare
that to what it' o; earning
today."
Business
and
Public
Affairs Dean Dannie Harri·
son said Murray State participate~ in the TV A investment
challenge because of the
valuable experience it provide~ students.
..It gives them real world
experience,'' Harri~on said.
"They
actually
have
$100.000 in real money to
invest and manage. It' s more
than textbooks or case problems. It' s real."

Harrison said the investment challenge is abo beneficial to both TV A and the University.
"TVA
says,
' Here's
$ 100.000 for you to manage,''
Hanison said. "Then any profits or losses go to them
(fVA). And usually. I think
they pmtit. It' s also been profitable to univer.ities bccauo;e
of the practical experience it
giv~ students: They deal with
real money. And also because
(the students) have done so
well, we get real money: ·
Guin said the investment
team won second place in the
one· year competition and
third place in the three-year

competition. He said the team
wus awarded $10,000 and a
trophy for each.
"faculty in the department
will decide what the best use
(of the money) will be," Guin
said. "But it will probably go
into
scholarships
and
resources we need ."
Guin said 30 students participated this ~emester in the
project. He said more than
150 students have participated in the past three years.
"We're already in this
year's competition," Guin
said. "It's a rolling competition. so they drop off one year
and add this one. So far this
year we're in second (place)."

University officials prepare for software audit
BY A DAM L MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's computer system
will be audited for illegal or pirated
software.
The audit comes at the request of
Microsoft. said Janice Thomasson.
chief information officer. While the:
audit is done to detect illegalities, it is
a common function.
''I am not that concerned about it,"
Thomasson said. "They have every
right to want to know if we've got
:-.orne folks here that need help with
their licensing."
Current!). the University'~ system is
undergoing a pre-audit. which started
April 9, Thomasson said. Any illegal
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software discovered in the process of
the search will be removed and
brought to the attention of offi<.:tals.
"We're just going around doing a
pre-audit,just to see what is out there,"
Thomasson said. "It takes a lot of time
to do that. unless you know that ~;orne
one's commg for an audit. We've got
too much work to do to normally just
do that, but it is a good chance for us to
reaffirm that we're on the right trad."
Networking and Microcomputer
Service~ Manager Brenda Rowland
"aid the pre-audit will account for all
Microsoft products on University
computers and aid in future negotiations.
"The audit we arc doing right now is
lO determine what our needs are for

any agreement we might go into with
Microsoft," Rowland said.
The pre-audit. which will be conducted with new !.Oftware, will be
automated and !)hould have no effect
on the performance oJ the Univer.ity' s
computer system, Rowland suid.
While the dme for the Micro"oft
audit hao; not been determined. the
audit will probably be conducted by
Business Software Alliance, an organization of software companies.
Thomasson said.
"If BSA comes in. after we· ve been
warned that they are going to come in.
and they find pirated software on a
computer. according to U.S. code. we
have to stand up and be counted on
that. and there are lines." Thomasson

said.
Thomasson said univen;itics .-,uch as
Temple and Oregon have undergone
audits and been penaliz.ed with tines of
$100.000 and $130.000 respectively.
··r don' t know how Temple and Oregon slipped up,'' Thomasson said. "I
can ' t imagine. You do your own preaudit; you know what you have to
face. Youju~t lh it."
Thomasson said she is not con·
cemed abolll the findings or the audtt.
"I run an honc~;t shop, and I always
have," Thomasson said. "I have zero
tulerunce for piratel.l and illegal software. It is jw>l like going tnto Walmart and taking :-omething out or Wal ~
mart. It is no different. and it is
wrong.''
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Murray State tenures more men than women
BY TIM S INIARD
STAFF WRITER

The number of tenured women professors continue to lag behind men at Murray
State despite efforts to increa'e recruitment of women in all department:.,
Since 1995, 33 women and 59 men have
been offered tenure at Murray State: a
percentage ratio of 36 percent to 64 percent. The information was furnished by
Gary Brockway. provost and vice pre!-ident of academics. The percentages closely reflect the total faculty numbers listed
in the ''Murray State Fact Book."
According to the "Fact Book." women

to tal 124. or 33 percent. of the 375 faculty members at Murray S tate. The information in the publication does not contain
data listing the number of women and
men who are tenured professors.
Fugen Mu~cio. Office of Institutional
Research coordinator. said her depanment
did not research information regarding the
number of women who are offered tenure
as opposed to men.
"We list salary information in the book.
but not tenure," Muscio said. "The University has taken steps to bring women's
salaries more in line with those of men."
The "Fact Book" lists the average male
professor's salary at $64,042. compared

We are concerned about the
hiring process and want to create
a diverse process in our hiring
pool. '"
tt"

GARY BROCKWAY

Associate Provost
to $59.284 for women: a d ifference ol
about 8 percent.
Gary B rockway said allhough his office
had information listing the number of
women and men w ho had been offered
tenure. the information might not be com-

piled and matle uvailable by the University.
"l don't think the information is tabulated." Brockway said.
Brockway :.aid historically more men
than women entered the field of college
eoucntion. Many are still working in the
system, contributing to the difference in
the number of male and female faculty
members.
"We are concerned about the hiring
process and want to create a diverse
process in our hiring pool," Brodway
said. "We want the best people we can
get ,"
Brockway uc.ldetlth,tt the University has

more women on the faculty than it did 30
years ago.
Jane Etheridge, Women's Center director. said she has attempted to gather dara
measuring tenure status by gender, but
was unsuccessful .
"The only data I have found shows
wage gaps." Etheridge said. "I tried to
contact the previous presidential administration to get the informatiM, hut lhey
would not return my calls."
Among faculty wbo1lave been offered n
contract to teach a t the University, the gap
appears to be closing. Since 1998. out o f
185 individuals offered u contract, 9 3
were women.

Scholars' Week
nd
allows students Annual events reunite former classmates
new opportunity
BY ADAM L. MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

BY ADAM l. M ATHIS
STAFF WRITER

This month. students will
have an opportunity to display their research ac; Murray State holds its first
"Scholars' Week'. through
the office for undergraduate research and scholarly
activities.
In 2000, Murray State
received an award from the
Howard Hughes Medical
Institute for $1.5 million.
With the money, Murray
State founded the URSA
office while also supporting undergraduate research,
internshtp-.. faculty development, equipment and
pre-college outreach. said
John Mateja, director of
URSA.
" I n the proposal that we
wrote to Howard Hughes.
we said that what we wanted to do was expand
research and scholarly and
c reative activity across the
entire campus, " Mateja
said.
"Scholars' Week'' is one
of several projects conducted by URSA to promote

research among students.
"Posters at the Capitol," a
program that allowed ten
Murray State students to
me~t ~tate legislators and
c.kmom.trate their research
is another :.uch project.
URSA also offered grants
to fund student research.
"S~holars' Week'' is a
conglomerate of several
programs from multiple
departments. Students may.
however, simply present
their research without participating in any one event.
"ll just gives me another
opportunity to present my
re~earch to faculty aod
other
students ."
said
Stephen Compton. sophomore from Murray, w ho is
planning on participating in
"Scholars' Week.''
S tudents interested in
participating in "Scholars'
Week,'' or who would like
more information, can visit
the URSA Web site for
information at: http://campu !>. murraystate.edu/services/URSA. A faculty
sponsor is required for an
entr}.

It was u homecoming of sorts.
Murray State Alumni returned to
campus for the annual Alumni
Weekend April 20 and 2 1.
Twenty-five people from the cla-;s
of 1952 returned for their 50-year
reunion, and six from the class of
1942 returned for the festiv ities.
along with other alumni, said Patti
Jones. Alumni Affairs' associate
director.
"Because homecoming is ~o busy.
\Ve u~;c this as a weekend where we
can focus our energies primarily on
the 50·year graduating class, and any
other reunion that we might have
gone on that weekend, if they're
coordinating that." Jones said.
One of the first ev~nts fo r alumni
was a reunion coffee for the c lass of
'52. Jon~s said,
"That's their first opportunity to
come back together as a class and see
each other," Jones said.
Class of '52 alumni were also
invited to an Emeritus C lub luncheon, a reception at the president' s
house and a choral concert, aJong
with campus tours. Jones said.
''That's where they are inducted
into the Emeriws C lub, and that's
reserved for people w ho have been
out of Murray State University 50
years or more," Jones said.
On Saturday. an a lum ni banquet
was held. and awards for 2002 Distinguio,hed Alum ni, Distinguished

Ch;Jndra FieleV l"he News

Ken Wolf, histor y department chair. presents the 2002 Distinguished
Professor Award to J. Milton Gr imes, a modern language professor.
Researcher and Distinguished Professor were awarded.
T he Distinguished Alumni award
went to David Alexander and Lana
Porter. A leltander. alumnus from
Dallas, is a managing partner with
Ernst and Young. one of the top five
accounting tirrns in the country,
Jones said.
Lana Porter is president and CEO
with Epixtech Inc.. a private company that deals with library infonnation

GRAND OPENING
• Wed., May l •

1304 Chestnut St.
(Dixieland Shopping Center)
Across from Bradley Book Store

NAME BRAND HIP-HOP
CLOTHES &
ACCESSORIES AT
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
As fresh as you wanna be~
as clean as it gets

management ~ystems. Jones said.
"That (Distinguit;hed Al um ni
Award) is the highest award given by
the Alumni Association on behalf of
the Univer:.ity. and that award recognizes professional achievement by an
alumnus of Murray State," Jones
said.
The Di:;tinguished Researchet
award. along with a $ 1,000 award,
wa.; given to David White, professor
of biology. White )'oajd his research

fo<:uses on aquatic biology, specifically life within rivers. lakes and
streams, and he has published
approximately 90 articles on the subject.
"As far as I can tell, the reason I
got the award was for rcsearc.:h over
my career rather than something specific," White said.
This was the first year the Distinguished Researcher A ward. which
was established by Tom Maddox, a
Murray State alumnu... was given,
Jones said.
" He (Maddox) wanted to c.;tublbh
this award to recognitc excellence in
research," Jones said.
The
Di~tinguished
Profe!'sor
Award was given to J. Milton
Grimes. a modem language profe..,_
sor, along with a $1,000 award.
To be eligible for the awnrd, a professor must work at Mumty State r'or
eight years, Jones said. From the eligible professors, the student groups
Alpha Chi. Omicron Delta Kappa.
Who's Who Among Students in
America's Colleges and Universities
and Preside ntial scholars who are
jun iors or seniors nominate professors who are then selected by an
alu mni committee and past Di-,ting uished Professor recipients.
Grimes was unavailable for comment prior to deadline.
Jones said Alunmt Weekend went
smoothly.
Said Jones: "We've heard nothing
but good comments from the people
who came back."

The sisters of AlPha Delta Pi wish to
consratulate the SPrins 2002 AlPha Class:

Deirdra BuckleY
Jessica Crockett
Valerie Hawks
Jennifer Howe
Katie Hust
AYumi Inoue
AshleY Ireland
Grace Korte
AmY Morton

Andrea Morrow
Rae!!an Parrent
Abi!!ail Rinker
LindseY Ro!!ers
Michelle Starr
Rebecca Swatzell
Catherine Wenzel
Brittany West

Celebratins Over ISO Years of Sisterhood
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Students volunteer for Special Olympics
BY A DAM L. M ATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State students served
as volunteers at the Murray Special Olympics Saturday.
The Special Olympics, held at
Calloway County High School, is
a series of athletic events
designed for those suffering from
mental retardation, said Andy
Smith, Special Olympics event
manager.
"The mission of the Special
Olympics is to provide yearround sports training and athletic
competition in a variety of
Olympic-type sports for children
and adults with mental disabilities. giving them continuing
opportunities to develop physical
fitness. demonstrate courage.
experience joy and participate in
a sharing of gifts, skills and
friendships with their families
and other Special Olympics athletes and the community," Smith

said.
The 140 athletes who competed
wlll have the opportunity to
advance to the state level, Smith
said.
"They have to compete at the
area level to advance: they don't
necessarily have to win," Smith
said.
While there are some traditional events. such as shot put, Smith
said several unique events were
offered for athletes at the Special
Olympics, such as a softball
throw.
"Each athlete gets three throws,
the longest of which is recorded
for their final score." Smith !>aid.
In track. athletes can participate in the typical relays. dashes
and jumps, along with special
events, including a unified relay
race. which involves mentally
disabled athletes competing with
non-disabled athletes. Smith
said.
" It (unified relay race) is a

unique opportunity to combine
athletes with their peers in a competition setting," Smith said.
One hundred voluntet:rs participated in the Special Olympics
program thi" year from campu!>
organizations such as the Student
Council for Exceptional Children. Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Amt:rican Humanics, the inclusive recreation class
and others, Smith said.
Kevin Spengler. sophomore
from Murray and member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon. said 15 members of his fraternity participated
in order to better themselves .
"Because we've been getting
involved in a lot more humanics
projects ... we're trying to stress
the balanced man," Spengler
said.
Smith said the volunteers
played a part in the event's success.
" l think it (Special Olympics)
wem really well with the help of

Chandr.1 Fteld/The News

Participants line up for a track and field event at Satur day's annual Mur ray Special Olympics.
about 150 volunteers, many of
which came from Murray State
University, pitching in to make

ror a very successful day," Smith
said.
Said Smith: "Overall the event

was a big succe!>s; all the athletes
came OUt and had a big time,
well as the volunteers.''

as

Education students post 97 percent pass rate
BY TIM S INIARD
STAFF WRITER

Education student!> from Murray
State demonstrated results of their hard
work and dedication by posting a 97
percent pass rate on last year' s annual
PRAXIS exam. The recently disclosed
scores are used to measure the competency of future teachers.
Murray State tied with the University
of Kentucky for the highest score out of
five other universities with 200 or more
!Otudents taking the exam. Northern
Kentucky University education students scored 95 percent. Eastern Ken-

tucky University 94 percent and Western Kentucky University 92 percent.
Botb Murray State and the University
of Kentucky posted scores that were an
increase from the previous year.
'"We are very pleased with the performance of our students and feel that our
student-.· success reflects on the facuhy
who helped them prepare." said Jack
Rose, College of Education dean. "The
score for Murray State went up while
several other schools had scores that
went down."
Rose said there are !leveral reasons
why Murray State had an improved
score from previous years.

"We took a look at the type of material that was present on the PRAXIS te'\t
and focused more on those areas," Rose
said. "Also. we discovered that the test
included material that the students had
been taught during their freshman and
so-phomore years, and we reviewed that
material before they took the test."
Rose said nil potential teacht:rs wi-.hing to teach in Kentucky must take the
exam.
Russell Wall. assistant dean of education at Murray State, said Murray
State's high test scores did not happen
by accident.
"We have a dedicated faculty that is

continually reassessing themselves to
improve performance." Wall said. ''We
ulso have outstanding students , and
their cxcellcnr performance confirmed
what we have always known ."
Wall said Murray State has a strong
reputation I'or its teacher education program. and that it is rellected by the
availability of state-of-the-an facilities
at Alexander Hall.
•·The high test score and the new
facilities show we have achieved external validation for our hard work," Wall
said.
Rose and Wall said all faculty
members outside of the College of Education should t::~ke pride in the succe:-.s

fttmt l3e ])J'eonani.'
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of the students who took the eum .
·'Faculty in other depanments, such
as arts and sciences, also have contributed because they help to prepare
instructors who teach in secondary
school<;," Wall said .
Kentucky State University. with 25
students participating, achieved a score
of 36 percent. down from 55 percent
the previous yeur. Another school
-.howing a decrease was Alice Lloyd
College at 70 percent, down from 81
percent.
The combined :.tatewide score for all
schools tested was 93 percent, down
from 94 percent the previous year.
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College Life
Students go to Russia with love
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This Week
•friday
•Exam- CLEP. 8
a.m., Ordway Hall
room 206.
•Scribes and Vibes7 p.m., Cunis Center
Sunset Strips. Free
admission.
•Workshop- Opera
workshop. 8 p.m.•
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Late Night Movie"Spaceballs."
10
p.m., Curns Center
Theater. Free admission.

• saturday
•Keyboard FestivalKentucky
Music
Teacher's Association Keyboard Festival, 8 a.m., Performing Arts Hall.
•Workshop- "Instant
Piano for Hopelessly
Busy People.'' 9:30
a.m .• Calloway County Library. Admission

$55.
•Workshop- "How
to Play the Piano by
Ear," 1:30 p.m .. Calloway
County
Library. Admission
$55.
•Exam- Kentucky
Speciality Exams. 2
p.m.. Faculty Hall
room 501.

• sunday
•Bible Study- 9
a.m..
University
Church of Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m .•
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
-orchestra
Concert- MSU Symphony Orche!>tra. 2 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.
•RecitalSenior
recital. 4 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall. Free
admission.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m .. Murray Chri~t
ian
Fellowship
House.

• monday

'
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• tuesday
•Senior BreakfastS a.m .. Curris Center
Ballroom.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Concert- E.A.R.S.
Concert. 8 p.m.• Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

• wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Senate meeting. 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room .
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

• thursday
•Movie
Night'"Rcmember
the
Titans:· 7 p.m .. Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Terrorism Symposium"Forgotten
Victims of Terroric;m:
Impetus for Social
Change", 7 p.m.,
Wrather Auditorium.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762--l4RO or fax it to
762-3175.

-.

ztcr

762·4480

GIBSON

STAFF WRITER

In a former military training center
in Smolensk, Russia, studentc; varying
in age from early teens to late 40s are
learning English and being taught how
to use computer technology.
Students from the United Methodist
Campus Fellowship at Murray State
had the idea to give the same opportunities made available to them to their
Russian counterparts. Brent Porterfield. UMCF director, initiated the
Srnolcnsk Christian Youth Center by
sponsoring a mission team to Smolensk, located in northwest Russia, and
setting up computers at a permanent
site.
"We're going to put CSC 199 to
work," Porterfield said. "We're providing a pretty exciting program for
children and adults who want to learn
English and computers. We have some
very motivated students."
For Smolensk youths. there are two
programs offered to teach English and
computer skill-;. The basic course is
designed for l!lementary and middle
school stut.lents. The advanced course
is intended for older students who
already ha\·e a basic knowledge of
computer software.
Olena Stadnik, exchange student
from Luhancsk, Ukraine, will be
going back to Luhancsk to work with
students in a similar way. Stadnik will
take what she has learned from her
CSC 199 class and Leach children in
her hometown.
"I will mainly interpret English to
Ru~sian and Rus~ian to English,"
Stadnik said. "I will also teach kids
computen;. I will stan from the beginning r.incc the kids are from different
ages."
The town of Smolensk is povertystricken, with nearly two-thirds of the
population unemployed. After the fall
of the Soviet Union, Smolensk had to
clo:.e most of the government-run
industries. The city is now in the
procc~s of economic and social
rebuilding.
"Thirty ruhles equals $1 ." Porter·
field said. "The average household
makes roughly the equivalent of $100
a month."

Brent Porterfield/Guest

Mark Broadway. senior from Golconsa, Ill., works with teenagers and adults in Smolensk, Russia. Broadway went to Russia with the United Methodist Campus Fellowship to help spread technology to youth and adults who have not had the opportunity to work with computers.
With poverty such an issue in the
city, the youth center also provide!.
Smolensk with community outreach
programs. Porterfield said the center
houses an orphan outreach program
and a pen-pal service.
"Russian orphanages arc grim,"
Portertield said. "The kids literally
don't get enough to eat."
Many of the children Jiving in Russ¥ nwre*''7i

, fi

ian orphanage!\ arc there because their
living parents can no longer afford
them, do not want them or have in
some way lost parental rights. The
program also offers lunch before or
afler clac;ses, depending on the time of
day of the cla~s, and a Sunday afternoon Bible study course.
"We gtve them a voucher they can
use at a local restaurant to get a good

etliD l
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lunch," Porterfield said. "It's really a
treat. It's just heartbreaking to see
how excited they get over a 5-cent
candy bar."
The pen-pal "en·ice allows the
Russian ~tudcnts a chance to get to
know someone from America. and it
giYes them the opportunity to use the
English they are learning. The servil:e
can also benefit Americans. Porter-

field said.
"It gives you an opportunity to hear
what life is like on the other side of the
world and develop a relationship
that's more than virtual,'' Porterfield
said
For more information on UMCF
activities. phone Porterfield at 7537070 or visit the UMCF Web site at
www.umcf.com.

·--

Class curbs unhealthy habit
BY ERIN RICHARDS
ASSISTANT COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR

•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m .. Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•RecitalBras~
Chamber recital. 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
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Mujtaba Rajubi knew it was going to be hard to quit. After sevenand-a-half years of lighting up and two tailed allempts to put down
the cigarettes, Rajabi needed a new progran~ to help him stop smoking.
The timing just happened to be right for the gruduate student from
Pakistan. Murmy State offered its til'l\1 smoking cessation class thi.;
semester, and when Rajabi saw it advertised on the campus Web o;ite.
he called ~tuff nur:-;e and health educator Judy Lyle at Health Services
to sign up.
Lyle ha" been the driving force behind bringing the Cooper/Clayton Smoking Cessation class to Murray State and said it is "something we have needed here for quite some time."
Lyle received training in how to be a facilitator in the 13-week pro·
gram created by Dr. Tom Cooper and psychologist Tom Clayton.
both from Lexington.
"The program focuses on combining nicotine replacement, behavior modilication and a support group to quit smoking," Lyle -.aid.
"We met once a week on Friday afternoons in the Curris Center."
The class se!>sions usually began with a 1().. to IS-minute video
about the effects of smoking and ended with discussion among the
class members about the experience1> or difficulties they were having. For Rnjabi, the support from the other class members was one of
the most encouraging factors in his efforts to stop smoking.
''Without the support group, it would have been much harder to
quit," Rajabi said. "You know these other people ure suffering from
the same thing you are, and you're trying to qutt as a group. If you
fail, the whole ~roup fails. Quitting itself is tough. Quitting by yourself io.; even worse."
Lyle also stre...sed the importance of the class' empha<>is on "the
group.'' Switching to nicotine replacement product-; such as nicotine
gum or the patch and changing individual behaviors to include le~s
stress and exercise are essential to kicking the hahit. but Lyle said

group support was more important.
''The support and knowledge that someone was there helped them
quit," Lyle ~aid, referring to the two people who completed the class.
About three to four weeks into the class, attendance began gradually dropping among the original six people who signed up. Rajabi
and one other person were able to complete the class and successfully quit smoking. Lyle said this i~ nonnal because "not everybody will
make it the liN time.''
Rajabi was lucky the smoking cessation class was offered at a
favorable time for him to quit smoking. Recently transferring from a
different city landed Rajahi in a new environment and forced him to
quit old routines and relationships that triggered nicotine craYings.
Joining the 'moking cessation cla.ss encouraged Rajabi to develop a
new mutine without cigarenes.
Rajabi said he was really detcnnined to quit. The crucial test came
over Spring Break when Rajabi traveled to Florida with a group of
friends who weren't nearly as interested in helping him stop smoking.
"Everyone W'.LS smoking- in the car. on the beach. when we went
out," Rajabi :.aid. ·They all had bets going that I would smoke sometime durmg the trip. I thought. 'If I can pass this, r can pa~s anything."'
The cost of the smoking cessation cl.tss includes a $10 fee lor the
book, but the cost of the nicotine replacement substance is more
expensive. Rajabi spent about $80 on nicotine gum. bur said the cost
was worth it. He said if he was still smoking, he would have spent far
more than $80 on cigarcllcs by now.
After not smoking tor two months, Rajabi ha.r; noticed he has more
energy and does not run out of hreath as often. Melody Nail, Purchase region coordinator of the Kentucky Cancer Program, said it is
common for people who fir,t come out llf a smoking ces~ation program not to su-;tain their -.uccess. but Rnjabt is confident he hao; quit
tor good.
"Now, 1-moking a cigarette would be like starting over," Rajabi
said. "If I :.moke right now. it would be like all the work I have done

textbook for smoking
cessation class:

$10
two students free from the
burden of smoking:

priceless
Rob Brown/ Tl1e

is gone to waste. Even one puff would be giving in."
Lyle said Murray State will offer the same cla.-;s ne:<t semester and
encourages all interested students to c-all her at Health Services
(3809) or send her an e-mail (judy.lyle@murraystnte.edu) to help
organize a meeting.
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Top Five
•music
1. Ashanti- "Ashanti"
2. Celine Dion - "A New Day
Has Come"
3. Various Artists - "Now 9"
4. The Goo Goo Dolls - ''Gut-

MIFA hosts 'Spaceballs'
BY K YSER LOUGH
COllEGE lifE EDITOR

May the Schwartz be with you.

This is a line from one of the more
terflower"
famous
"Star Wars" fan-film paroS. Tweet - "Southern Humdies, "Spaceballs."
mingbird''

The movie will be shown tonight
in the Curris Center Theater at I0.
and admission is free.
Featuring a cast including John
Candy, Rick Moranis and Mel
Brooks, who is also the director, the
movie pokes fun at almost every
aspect of the "Star Wars" trilogy.
Even viewers who have only seen the
1. The Scorpion King
movies
once should be able to underStarring The Rock
stand
most
of the puns in "Space2. Changing Lanes
Starring Ben Affleck and balls."
The movie, released in 1987, soon
Samuel L. Jackson
became
a favorite among the "Star
3. Ice Age
fan
crowd. The film was filled
Wars"
Starring the voices of Ray
Romano and John Leguizamo with "Star Wars" jokes and slapstick
humor. In one scene, a group is
4. The Rookie
combing
the desert looking for a
Starrin~ Dennis Quaid
character
by dragging larger-thanS. Pamc Room
life plastic combs over the desert
Starring Jodie Foster
Source: Associated Press sand.
"Spaceballs" is being presented by
the Murray Independent FilmmakeliS
Association. MIFA has started to
show more Friday night movies this
semester.
"In the fall, we've always shown
1. Mary Higgins Clark - "On
about four movies, but we never
the Street Where You Live"
2. Nora Roberts - "The Villa" showed anything in the spring," said
3. Michael J. Fox - "Lucky John Gibson, senior from Henderson.
This semester, the Murray State
Man: A Memoir"
Source: Associated Press

•movies

• books

4. Andrew Weil, Rosie Daley
"The Healthy Kitchen"
S. Tami Hoag - "Dust to Dust"
Source. Asc;ociated Press

www.launch.com
This Web site proclaims itself
as having the most music
videos on the Internet. Check
out recent music videos, such
as the top-viewed "Overprotected" by Britney Spears.
Also. dig mto the archives to
view videos from long ago,
like Duran Duran's "Rto," or
"Blitzkreig Bop" by The
Ramones.

University Gaming Association collaborated with MIFA to show movies
every Friday night. Eventually,
MSUGA passed the Friday night
movie responsibility completely to
MJFA, Gibson said.
Since then, MIFA has continued to
show films such as "The Princess
Bride'' to the public. Gibson said the
idea to start showing movies came
from· watching movies with his
friends on a small screen. They were
all movie buffs and. wishing they
could see the movie on a big screen,
came up with the idea to start showing the movies in the Curris Center.
"We thought that a lot of other
people would also want to !lee
movies on a big screen, so we started
to rent out the Curris Center," Gibson said.
So far, the screenings have been
successful, and MIFA plans to continue to show more movies next
semester.
Some of the movies are old enough
that students may not have gotten a
chance to view them in a movie theater. By showing them in the Curris
Center Theater, MJFA gives students
a chance to see the movies as they
were originally presented.
"We have shown lots of classics
like 'Transformers,' 'Indiana Jones:
Raiders of the Lost Ark' and 'Gremlins,"' Gibson said. "These are
movies that people haven't seen in a
long time; plus it's free."

The Goo Goo Dolls are one of
the few remnants from the 90s'
power-pop evolution that included the Gin Blossoms and Matchbox 20. Now, with the rise of a
new generation of power-pop
bands like Lifehouse and Train
into the mainstream, the Dolls
have released "Gutterflower,"
their first studio album since
1998's "Dizzy Up the Girl."
"Gutterllower" moves away
from the twangy, acoustic sound
of "D1zzy" and migrates toward a

darker sound with which the band
is much more comfortable.
"Ecstasy is all you need I Living in the big machine I Oh
you're so vain,'' rasp!> guitarist
Johnny
Rzeznik
in
"Big
Machine," the album's opening
track.
Love and women are still the
band's major topics. but bOlh
Rzeznik and bassist Robby
Takac. who wrote four of the
album's 12 song!!, deliver them
with a renewed conviction and
cynicism. There is certainly no
passionate ballad like "Iris" to be
found on the a lbum.
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Road Trip
So you crammed all week.
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer.
unadullerated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Scribes and Vibes - Head
over to Sunset Strips in the
Curris Center at 7 p.m. tonight
to see "A Tribute to TuPac
Shakur," presented by Scribes
and Vibes.

•1 hour drive
Paducah - The American
Quilter's Society Quilt Show
begins this weekend in Paducah, with quihers coming in
from all over the world to
view and show their quilts.
Drive up to attend one of the
largest events in Paducah and
see some quality quilts.
Amazon.com

John Candy. Rick Morants and Mel Brooks star in the ''Star
Wars" parody film "Spaceballs." The mo,ie will be shown tonight
in the Curris Center Theater at 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Dolls grow up with latest album
B Y M ICHAEL DRIVER
STAfF WRITER

•web site of the week

,

•

That, however. is not a slight to
the album's power. Everything
here meshes extraonhnanly well.
Even songs like "Sympathy,"
which initially sound-. like it
would be better suited for "Dizzy
Up tht: Girl," are de~:ei\ mg if you
don't listen closely. "Stranger
than your sympathy I All tht:se
thoughts you stole from me /I'm
not sure where I belong I
Nowhere ·~ home and I'm all
wrong," Rze:w ik sing!> in his
~weetest voice.
Overall, "Gutterllower'' i-. the
Goo Goo Dolls' best effort to
date, combining what it has

lenrned over the years about
power pop with lyrics that come
across as much more sincere that
its other major relea-.es. Rzeznik
and Takac create n nice blend of
llmtting ballads and heavier rod;ers respectively, ami even manage tO throw in a couple of their
ideas about female rejection and
vunity.
"Guuerflower" is definitely a
:.tcp in the right direction. With
one foot -.till planted in familiar
territory. the Goo Goo Dolls
takes a step forward with the
other and conti nue to evolve for
the better. Grade: B+

• 2 hour drive
Carbondale - Experience
lrish culture as the Southern
Illinois Irish Festival kicks off
this weekend in Carbondale.
Many Irish bands will be fea tured, along with a parade,
cultural presentations and
much more. The event lasts
all weekend, for more information visit the Web site at
www.s iu .edu/-irish.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Louisville- Witness in person
the artist behind "Ice, Ice
Baby" as Vanilla Ice performs
a free concert at lillian's in
Louisville. Doors open at 8
p.m. and the concert begins at
9p.m.

Friday, Apri I 2 6
1. opera Workshop: 8 p.m. at Performing Arts Hall, Admission Free.
2. Late Night Movie: Space Balls at 1o p.m., curris Center Theatre,
Admission Free.
3. Scribes & Vibes: Sponsored by SGA, sunset Strips at 7 p.m.,
Admission Free.
4. Movie: Top Gun, Cheri Theatre at Midnight, $4 Admission.

s. CHANNEL 99: Look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours
a day. Channel 99 Is only carried on campus.

sunday, Apri I 2 8
1. Baseball: Breds vs. University of Arkansas at 1 p.m., Reagan Field.
2. MSU symphony Orchestra: Concert at 2 p.m., Lovett Auditorium,
Admission Free.
3. Kickball Tourney: Intramural complex; Sponsored by AfricanAmerican Student Services. Contact Travis Tandy for info 762-6836.

4. CHANNEL 99: Look for listing of weekend activities 24 hours
a day. channel 99 Is only carried on campus.

I

Saturday, April 27
1. Baseball: Breds vs. University of Arkansas at 1 p.m.,
Reagan Field.
2. Early Bird Registration: For new freshmen and fall
registration, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., curris Cent er; Sponsored by
school Relations. For more info call 762-2 896.
3. Instant Piano for Hopelessly Busy People,
9:30 a.m.-12:3 0 p.m., S55. For registration info call
762-3659; Sponsored by Continuing Ed.
4. How to play the Piano By Ear, 1:30 p.m.-4:3 0 p.m.,
$55. For registration info call 762-3659; Sponsored by
Continuing Ed.
5. Men's/Women's Outdoor Track, MSU Twilight ,
12:30 p.m. Field, 3:30 p.m. Track events; Stew art
Stadium.
6. Key Board Festival, Performing Arts Hall,
9:30 a.m.-Noon.
7. The Home place (LBL): The American Quilting
Tradition, 1o a.m.-4 p.m.
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Art show promotes paint for prayers
BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

When most people think of ways to wor.sh1p God,
prayer and attending church service.' tend to come to
mind. However, some Murray State students are tinding
other ways to rcuch God.
Members of Murray Christian Fellowship are w.ing
their artwork to show their love for God.
"Worship Through Art'' is an event held by MCF thai
allows students to use brushes and paint ao; a way of
\\'Orshjp.
"The idea is worshiping God rhroughout d1fferent
ways," said Jennifer Kramer. junior from Louisville.
"It's whatever you bring to God. You don't have to be
an arti:>t."
On April 24 and 25, ~fCF supplied students with an
11-yard canvas, paint brw.hes. paint and duct tape to
create their own worship display.
Accoriling to MCF mission statement,"We can wor.,hip in many ways - through mw;ic. art or our very lives
themselves. Today we are worshiping God through art
with paint ... and a linlc duct tape.··
Kramer said MCF decided to w.e tc!mpera paint for
"Wor,hip Though Art" because it was eao;y to clean up.
She added that the duct tape was just a different and fun
item to use in the construction.
Kramer said MCF members devt!lopcd the idea for
the project during brainstorming sessions.
"We thought it was a really innovauve idea," Kramer
..;aid. "It is something that really reflet:ts what we want

to do."
Although the event was originally going l(l be held
out,ide the Curris Center. it had to be moved inside on
Wednesday becau.;e of hea\y rain. Krnmer said she
believed the move may have kept some people from
participating.
"We wanted it outside so people could just stop and
by und parlicipate," Kramer c;aid. "We have had good
response from handing out lliers. but we think we will
get a better response ouH>ide."
Kramer said MCF left the canvas out for 1;tudents to
m.ld paintings from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday.
"We've had a lot of people ju~t wander in and try to
figure out what is going on." sail! Brian Bttldwin. MCF
minister. "That was the whole idea of this project,
though- to get people in here and get them inlereo;ted in
whttt was going on."
Kramer said MCF's goal was to fill the entire canvas
with artwork by students.
"We want to get it completely full," Kramer said.
"We've encouraged people to weclg~ stuff in wherever
they can."
Kramer said the canvas will later be displayed later in
the Curris Center. Although MCF member:. have
obtained pennission from the Currb Center to hang it.
they have yet to pil:k a spot that will be big enough to
display the entire canvas.
Said Baldwin: "We want to get the idea out that worship may be what you think it is: but then again. it may
not be. either.''

Karri Wurth/T/Jc New'

Kim Smith, sophomore from Benton, a nd C har ity Monroe, sen ior fro m Smithland, work
on part of the ·•Worship T hro ugh Art" canvas at the Curr is Center on Wednesday.

Student composers all E.A.R.S. for concert
BY KYSER LOUGH
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

The audience in the Performing Arts Hall will certainly get an earful Tuesday night.
Five students from two music dasses will be presenting some of the1r work during the Electro-Acoustic
Recital Series (E.A.R.S.) concert.
"E.A.R.S. is a recital of student compositions compoo,ed during the past semester," sa1d Jon Steffa. associate music profes~or. "It is part of a course requirement that students present their work."
The two courses that require participation in the concert are composition and introduction to music synthesis.
The concert witJ feature a mix of acoustic and elec-

visit

u s

tric work. Steffa said.
"There will be a piece arranged for a trombone quartet, a piece for small wind ensemble and nlso a mass that
will be sung by a 20-people chorus." Steffa said.
Before each acoustic piece is perfonned, the composer will stand up and introduce it to the audience. The
performers are selected by the compo~er. and each
acoustic piece is performed live.
In the electronic music portion of the concert, recorded electronic music will be played after the compo!.er
explains his or her work to the audience.
Jamie Hettenbach. senior from Evan~ ville, Ind.. is one
of the electronic music composer::; featured in the
E.A.R.S. concert.
" I have one electronic piece being presented; it is
tilled 'From Afar."' Hettenbach said.

o n l i ne

at

To create her song, Hettenhach took a melody she had
v. ritten for another class and reworked it usmg the com-

puter program. "Perfom1er."
"Basically, I expanded and played with the melody
line, then added ~lO to it." Hettenbach -;aid.
After getting the meludy down. Hettcnbach then
udded in other sounds, some of which are stranger than
others.
"I used my friend's voice for part of it,'' Hcllenbach
said . "I put effects on it und looped it amund. Now, it
sounds more like an organ than n human voice:·
Other ~ounds used in "From Afar" include eurthy
sounds such as wind, rain und bird noi~es, Hettenbach
suid .
The E.A.R.S. concert occurs once a :o.<:mester and is
open to the public.

"This is a concert that I have always tried to go tu,''
Hettenhach .;aid. "I've only missed two since I have
been here Cat Murray State)."
Steffn said the large diversity of music makes the
E.A.R.S. concert popular among student~.
''The concert ha.-, the greatest variety of music styles;
that':. why there i~ always such a large ~tudent audience." Stcllu said. "There's something for everyone,''
Included in the lineup of pt!rfom1ances will be a piece
composed by Steffa. something he said does not happen
often.
"It's kind of unu-;ual for me lo have a piece in the
show that I have done. bul it happens every now and
th~n." Steffa said.
The conl·ert will begin at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Perfonning Arts Hall. There is no admission charge.

The Party Starts Here for Fish Fry!

www . t henews . org

AlPha Delta Chi ProudlY
announces their newlY
elected 2002 · 2003 officers:
President · MindY Harrawood
Vice President· GinnY Gottschalk
Treasurer · Amanda Dawson
secretary · HaleY Hausman
Devotional Chair · Krista Coomes
Pledee CaPtain · KrYstle Koester
National RePresentative • Katrina Van Cleave
PhilanthroPic Chair · ChristY Walker
Rush Ghair · Dana Starnes
Historian · Andrea Hamm
Erika Trenholm
HosPitalifY Chair · EmilY Thomason
ScholarshiP Chair · Sheena Steele
Web Coordinator • Jamie HarPer
Coneratulations and best of luck!
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Showing this month in the gallery is the OMAS Student
Exhibition, featuring the drawings, paintings. prints, photos.
ceramics, functional design, metals, textiles, and sculpture of
the many talented MSU Art Students.
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~ GetYour FREE
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FU LLSPINALEXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
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Are you suffering from stress, headaches, back or neck pains?
Come see what a BIG difference a small adjustment can make.
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chlfoprochc core con reheve your aches
ond pa1ns. Th1s exomino11on normally costs $30 00 or more. It will include a chiropractic
orthoped1c lest, a chtropractic neurologicoltest, o blood pressure test, o spinal alignment
check, on exammotion for restricted or excess mot1on in the spine, o test for muscle
strength and a private consuhot1on w1th the doctor lo d1scuss the results.
FREE.

Dr. Dennis l. Heskett, D.C.
~i-tes:>.,..l»couiR{f
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Get your career on target with a job at
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$30
VALUE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC@$
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071 .

759 • 1116

@ e want you to perform at your 100% optimal health.

30

VALUE
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BY ERIN RICHARDS
ASSISTANT COtlEGE LIFE EOlTOR

The sun is shining, Murray's weather has
finally turned warm and the sidewalks are
dolled with people meandering along.
enjoying the beginnmg of spnng.
It may be something most students do
every day on their way to da.o.;s. but people
walking regularly for exercise are commonly seen in this community. especially
now that the weather has turned favorable
It is simple, easy, fun. inexpensive and
health} Stati-;tics that tout the health benefits of walking can be found anywhere,
from Harvard Medical School. where
re~earchers found that walking JUst three
hours a week cut'> the risk of heart attack
and stroke in women ages ~0 to 65 by 40
percent, to Appalachian State University,

where James Rippe found people can lose
18 pounds in a year without dieting if they
walk for 45 minutes, four Limes a week.
The warm weather has inspired Patrick
Abanathy. senior from Paducah. to ~tart
walking nighlly with several students from
White College. He u~ually walks down
around 5-Points. Sparks HaU or the
Regional Special Events Centt!r.
•·t started walking lately to lose weight [ didn't really worry about it in the winter."
Abanathy said. "Plus. I like walking in the
warm weather."
One of Abanathy'-. walking partners,
Leighann Leavell. fn: ..hman from Hop·
kinsville, also has begun taking one-und-nhalf-hour nightly strolls for the health benctits.
''The only reason we're walking is to get
in shape for formal." Leavell said. "Walk-

ing is better than running; it doesn' t hurt
my knee~ as much. and we ~an avoid the
crowds in the Curris Center by walking
outside."
During the late afternoons and evenings.
many walkers can be spoiled along the
sidewalk that loup.; around campus.
Juniors Erin Diet und Janna Pogue from
Mt. Vernon. Ill., frequent this path about
three urn~-.. a wed;. to worl-. off weight
gained during winter and the holidays.
"You start wearing 'horts .10d T-shirts
and reali1.e you need ro get out und get in
shape." Di\!1 said.
But walking around campus i:. not the
only plan• for people to kick up their heels.
Ra~er Arena and RSEC are open daily to
walkers and joggers.
Many stuuenls and community memhers
enjoy RSEC's climate-controlled environ-

April 26, 2002

ment. While the weather right now may be
perfect for an outside stroll, summer walking is much more comfortable in the air
conditioning than in the heat and humidity.
Kenny Gibson. operations ~upervisor at
RSEC. said the facility is especially popular with elderly citi~:ens who like to come
walk in the morning hou!'.. He said he sees
a lot of regulars, and it is common for
retirement communities to send van loads
of residents over to walk in the mornings.
"Between 7 a.m. and 3:30p.m .. we probably see about 75-100 people in here using
the track everyday," Gibson said. ''lt' s u
pretty nice place to walk. A lot of people
like the nice synthetic rubber track - it's n
lot easier on the puppies.''
For the more outdoor-oriented walker.
Murray-Calloway County Park's Ryan
Trail and Rotary Trail offer a change of

scenery. Eli7.aheth Hudson. the park ' s
office manager, said these trails are used
all year long. but receive e.xtrn traffic when
the weather gets wamlt!r.
Allen Besanc.l. sophomore from Perryville, Mo .. and his friends stumbled
ncross another scenic place to walk a few
weeks ng<l when they drove just past the
city limits on Highway 94. The trail has
'trees with Identifying labels anc.l little
be:u.:hes.
"It's u real peaceful area.'' Besand saiu.
.. It'' a short trnil. but it ha!> a nice creek
running through it und sandy beaches. It's
a mce place to walk."
\\lhether it b for fun. exercise or u
change or scenery, walking provides the
young and old alike with un outlet for
physical activity anc.l springtime enjoyment.

Student-directed one-act plays sure to entertain
BY M ICHAEL DRIVER
STAFF WRITER

Student directors. playwrights and actors are making
a scene in Sock and Buskin's annual studio festival.
Sock and Buskin is the oldest student organization on
Murray State's campu~ and was the only producing
organization for theater at the University until the early
1960s. according to the group's Web site.
Sock and Buskin is named after articles of clothing
used in Greek theater, said Lissa Graham-Schneider,
the group's faculty adviser.
"It i:. a support group for the theater department."
said Dennis Frymire. senior and Sock and Buskin president. "Basically. we ..upport the main srage o;hows. We

have our own events. We do fund raise!'.. We have parties. It's basically a social !iupport group for the theater
department."
The organization's largest annual fund raiser is the
studio festival. which aJiows students in the department
to display their work to the Murray State community.
The method chosen to present the work varies among
the students.
"We have comedy. drama. short two-minute monologues," Frymire said. "The plays run anywhere from
10 to 30 minutes. I believe we have one play that i~ a
45-minute play."
Students wrote all of the shows for the festival, and
only one of the shows is not student-direcred.
"The faculty have virtually no involvement in it,''

Graham-Schneider said. ''I'm very impressed by the
caliber of the writing this year. The performances are
good. too, but we have some really good writers this
)'ear. I'm directing a show myself that was written by a
student because I want to encourage him to go off and
po~sibly pursue playwriting."
Students often do things during the studio festival
that would not normally be found in Murray State's
theatrical productions.
"These shows are very different; it's stuff that you
wouldn't see on the main stage." Frymire said.
Attendance has been strong in the past, and the
shows usually fi ll all available seating, GrahamSchneider said.
"It's a great show. It's a great way to see the stu-

dents' talent at directing and acting,'' Frymire said.
"We have one set of shows that run on Wedneo;day and
Friday night. and one set of :-h0ws for Thursday and
Saturday night. To :.ee everything one would have to
come out two nights.''
Graham-Schneider encouraged the student body to
attend.
"There's some really fu11cinatmg things going on in
the studio this year," Graham-Schneider said. "They've
really put in some hard work. and I think people should
come and see what's on people's mtnds."
The :-.hows began showing Wedne~day and will run
at 7 p.m . every night until Saturday for about two
hours. Admission is S2 at the door in Wilson Hall room
310B.

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED - GO FORTI-IE GOLD
Just received new shipment of quilted keepers,
totes, back-packs & organizers. lots of
patterns to choose from.
416 Main St.

753-0859

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF

%e. sisters ofJtfpfia 1Je{ta Cfii coraia({y inVite
you to their Open 1fouse
When: Sunday, April 28, 2002

@

7:30p.m.

Where: Curris Center • Mississippi Room (3rd fir.)
Who:

Outside Guests Welcome!

Why:

Come listen to a wonderful devotion and

see what AtlX is about !
FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

For more information call Krista at 762-4018

WALK-INS O~LY!

Kentu cky Army National Guard is accepting
a pplication s for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission.
ROTC/Sim u ltaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE. in addition to the Army College
Fund and th e Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant TraVis Carpenter @
(502) 803-0966 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

Books & Coffee

[f~ [Ji) <il 0~ ~[p)C2(f;~ <il 0
If you study at Castlerock you get
FREE REFILLS on house coffee!
r--~-----~-~-----~-----~~~~

Good from 4/ 26 to 5 / 10

·------- ........

of

u r ray

Service Hours M-F 7 : 30-5:00

Plea se c all for

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Hwy 68 near Kentucky Luke

Open at Spm
Wed thru Sun

Competitive Pricing
For al l y o ur c a r care needs

632 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
Shoppes of Murray
(behind Cracker Barrel, next to Fashion Bug)
Open Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

Shuttle Service Available
An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury

"

- ----~

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tall
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PHONE: 762-4461
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Celtics ' luck
returns after
Pitino leaves
I wanted to write this commentary
around the beginning of college basketball
season. but I hadn't decided how I felt
about the subject.
Now. after only one game of the NBA
Playoffs, I know how I feel about Rick
Pitino. The only problem is. I haven't .
round out how to properly display maniacal laughter in writing yel.
Truth is. Pitino got what he deserved for
de ...erting the University of Kemucky basketball program after the 1997 season to
pursue what he culled a "greater c hallenge"
in rebuilding the Boston Celtics.
I guess that turned out to be too great a
challenge for him .
I didn't think there was any greater challenge than rebuilding the UK program after
it had been put on probation for improper
recruiting techniques to the late 1980s.
Despite the difficulty of the task. Pitino
took the \Vildcats from the ashes of controversy in 1989 to an Elite Eight fi nish in
1992, a Final Four appearance in 1993. a
national championship in 1996 and a ti nals
appearance in 1997.
Pitino took a I 0-to- 15 year project and
fintshed it tn fiw. And Kentucky loved
him for it. Its beloved basketball team was
hack and. arguably. better than ever.
Then. his head got too big.
After UK lost to Arizona in the 1997
national championship game, Pitino decided he needed a new challenge. He became
the president, part owner and head coach of
the Boston Cellics, one of the mo ... t storied
francht!>es in the history of the NBA. His
mission - rebuild the
Sports Talk team to a level of
dominance not seen
since the days of Bill
Russell.
Pitino couldn't
even get the Celtics to
the playoffs.
The level of diffic ulty in Boston wa'>
comparable to wha t
Pitino had to endure
in Lexington. Not
only did UK Jose current and furore players
also recruited illegally, but it lost some
j USTIN
good player.. who had
McGILL
nothing to do with the

"Never again
will anyo ne
do what
Pitino did at
U K . No t even
Pi tino."

~candal.

Bnston. once one
of the strongest teams
in the league, had
become the joke of
the league since losing future Hall of
Famer.s Larry Bird,
Robert Parish and
Kevin McHale to
retirement. Pitino had
little tale nt to work
with.
Upon
Pitino'!>
arrival. he had a good
position in the NBA draft and a good deal
of money with which to !\ign some free
agents. He drafted Chauncey Billups. who
"truggled in Pitino's system and with other
teams for a few years before landing on his
feet in Minne<>otn The only key free agent
Ptllno t!ver signed wa<> Kenny Anderson.
which looked like a bad move at the time.
Honestly, there were no good moves
dunng the Pitino regime other than drafting Paul Pierce.
In the mtddle of the 2000-0 I season.
Pitino threw in the towel. Longtime Pitino
a..si ... tant Jim O'Brien took over. Almost
immediately, the Celttcs began a new era.
\Vhtch tncluded - get this - actually winning some game-. and looking like a professional basketball team.
Sunday. Boston defeated the defending
Eastern Conference champion, the
Philadelphia 76ers, in the first game of its
first-round playoff series. The Celtics did it
without Pitino and with several of the players he brought in while he was there. The
only difference is they now have a coach
who understands the dynamics of "coaching" pro players.
Now. Pitino has taken on another
"greater challenge." The current Umversi ty of Louisville head coach has already dismissed two unruly players from the team
and made little positive progress otherwise. However. tn a rather uncla'>sy move,
he com.is£ently told the media that his team
wa!> nm very talented. I' ve heard of nt!wspapers printing " locker-room material"
that get~ teams e~cited about playing an
opponent. but those quotes rarely come
from the team· s own head coach.
Many people expect Pittno to do at U of
L what he dtd at UK. Those people need to
understand this: never again will anyone
do what Pitino dtd al CK. Not e\'en Pitino.
And. even if someone did it again. it
wouldn't be Pitt no. He ran out of tricks
five years ago.

)tHttll McGill i.'i a .Haff writer .for ··The
Jfurrur Swte News.··
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MSU sweeps OVC Tourney
Men ~s tennis ·tops Tennessee Tech in final
championship match. De...pite dominating throughout the season, the
doubles duo' of senior Nikola Ar.tcic
and Sundsten was halted in No. I
Head Men's Tennis Coach Mt!l
doubles 8-6 by Hie and Gemot FisPurcell is a man who like~ to set
cher.
goals. At the stan of the 2002 sea"(Aracic and Sundsten) had a
son. Purcell and his team were detergreat year," Purcell said. "They were
mined to accomplish three main
ranked a~ high as No. 37 in the
ta.-.ks: win 20 games, capture the
nation at one point. and that's one of
Ohio Valley Conference Champithe highe:.t that's e\er been out of
onship and compete in the NCAA
MSU."
Tournament.
MSU' , No. 2 and No.3 doubles
Purcell will have to settle for rwo
pairings earned the point. Gondim
out of three.
and Hoyem beat Aguerrevere and
Tremblay 8-3. and sophomore Za.k
Bahri and junior Mike Schmidbauer
defeated Will Chappell and Piotr
Wawzyniak 9-7.
With the victory, not only did the
six tennis players earn another OVC
Championship, but it wa." also the
second consecutive title for Purcell.
Purcelrs father Bennie, who collected a total of I I champion..hips in his
28-year tenure as head coach, has
al\\ays made hi~ ~on wonder how it
feels to wm just once.
"La~t year wa.o; kind of fun. just
getting 11 off your back, just winning
one," Purcell said. ''I'm trying to
understand how he won II. much
less JU~I one."
Purcell picked up an additional
honor by wtnntn!! hi ... .second .straight
OVC Coach of the Year award.
Throughout the season and his
career, Aracic has played the role of
leader for MSU. At the OVC Championship>., thert! wa!'l no exception.
but Aracic did corne up ~hon in
tenns of winning. Regardless ot'
Kam Wurth/TIJe New~
dropping his No. I single~ and douMurray State senior Nikola Aracic picked up his second straight OVC Pla)cr of the \'ear bles match. Aracic picked up some
Award as he and the men's tennis squad earned its second consecutiw OVC Championship. hardware in Nashville, earning hi~
With a 4-2 victory Sunday over
Tennes:.ee Tech. the Murray State
men·~ tennis team captured the 2002
OVC title, earned the automatJC b1d
to the NCAA Tournament and
became the first MSU team in I I
years to win back-to-hack conference champion\hips.
·~rhis year was a team effort.''
Purcell said. "The~e guys got up
early every day, and they had one
focus in mind. We tried to have 20
wins this season. We got 19."
In single.; action, it was the No. 2,

BY CHRIS J UNG
SPORTS EDITOR

No. 3 and No.4 positions that picked
up the ~lack against TTU. Freshman
Freddy Sundsten won the titleclinching match with a 3·6. 6-2. 6-4
defeat of Simon Tremblay at No. 2
.;ingb. Junior Thiago Gundim wa'>
victorious at No. 3 singles, winning
7-6. 6-3 over Rasvnn Uit!, and sophomore Alex Hoyem downed Luis
Aguem:,ere 6-4, 6-0 at No. 4 single~
to earn the third singles point for
MSU.
It would be the double!, point,
however. that would decide the

third OVC Player of the Year
award.
"What can you say about Nik,"
Purcell said. "He's been a top player.
a No. I player, and out of the players
that I've s~en, probably one of the
bc"t players in the country."
Amcic ~aid he felt more chal·
lenged tht~ year.
"Actually. I think there wa\ much
more pre~sure thi:. year in the finals,''
Aracic said. "Personally, l wa:o. more
nervous than last year."
The matchup on Sunday was the
first of the year for MSU and Tech.
While Purcell is always eager for a
regular sea.-.on showdown with TfU,
the Golden Eagles continually refuse
to schedule MSU during rhe sea.\On.
"That's the second year in a row
that has happened, but that's just the
way things ~o." Purcell suid. "We
always keep a spot open. but they
always go and schedule other peo·
pie. It's worked out to our favor the
last two years."
Now that the bid into the NCAA
Tournament i~ ofticial, MSU aw-.uts
the announcement of it!> first·round
opponent.
"This tirne, I think we need to
focu" on the fact that we can beat a
team in the lirsl round," Purcell said.
"Last year. we weren't that far from
lllinoi .... Our biggestjoh right now is
to keep these guys believing th;ltthe
seao;on is not over and that we've
still got some more pia) ing to do."
The NCAA Selection Show will
be broadcast over the Internet
(www.ncauchampionships.corn) on
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. The first and
second rounds begin on May II and
12 at the home ~•te ofeach pair's bet·
ter seed.

Women win consecutive OVC titles for first time
BY CHRIS JUNG
SPORTS EDITOR

"Back·tO·hack" has a nice
ring to it and Head Womt·n's
Tenm!.
Coach
Connie
Keaslmg ha~ no problem
explaining il'i meaning.
"I would love tu tell you
what happened," Keasling
exclaimed when asked to
elabomte on the team':. success.
For the first time in its history, the Murray State women's tt!nnis teant captured its
second consecutive Ohio Valley Conference Champton.~hip
with a ~-3 victory Sunday
over top-seeded Tennessee
Tech in Na..,hville.
"After la.\t year, the players
were more comfonable going
tn as a No. 3 \eed r.tther then a
No. I seed,'' Keasling -.n.id.
''During the regular !:>ea...on,
we pluyed Tennessee-Martin
and Tennes~t!e Tech as hard as
we could. but it ju~t wasn' t
meant to be. But I think all of
the players reali7ed that we
were do-;e enough. to JUst be
patient and that things would
happen ...

One uf those things would
include winning the 2002
OVC title without earning the
doubles JX>Int. While ~enior
Maria r\lonte and junior
Annette Steen were successful
in the No. J doubles, winning
8-4 over Maja Russinova and
Louise Holmvik. the No. I
and No. 2 doubles for MSU
were both unable to win .
Therefore. it was left up to the
singles competitors to e:1m
four of the liix remaining
poinl\.
Senior Kerry-Lea Glass and
sophomore Melissa Spencer,
who played in No. I and No. 2
single~ respectively during the
season, both lost their match·
e:-.. Their tearnmat~'> picked up
the ,Jack and pushed MSU to
il<; champtonship repeat .
Freshman Jaclyn Leeper
heat Karmelm:J Rivera 6-2. 6·
2 m No. 3 single~ Senior
Alontc
downed
Maria
Luciana Tamburini 6-2. 6-4 m
No. 4 singles, and junior
Cheryl Grnharn won the No. 6
singles over Antta Obundo 75. ti-2. heshrnan Jennifer
Wunl's 7-6. ti-3 victory over
Russi nova in the No. 5 ~ingle:-.

gave MSU the title.
"The two thing' that I thml.:
the players worked hard on
are mental toughn~o.''SS and an
increase in team chemi,try,"
Keasling satd. "We had a
chemtstr) that helpt!d us be
the very best, and we played
the btg points extremely
well."
With a successful tournament run. MSU placed four
players on the AII·OYC
squad. Alonte, Graham, Leeper and Steen Wt!re the four
representatives on the tournament team.
Kt:asling said she is thnlled
to have been a part ol tlus
team.
"I've !Jeen coaching l~lr 19
year'> .md I've had the opportunity tll couch etght teams in
the finals, and I wtll tell you
that thb is a \cry ~pecial
team." Kea,flng ~aid . "This
confen:nce wm is one that !'II
n~·ver ti ,rgel"
MSU will nO\'• wait to sec
where it will play h!i first round NC:\A Tournament
match. With senior leadership
carrying the squad for much
of the )ear, Alonte and Gla-.s

Karri Wurth/ I he News

Murray state senior Kerry-Lea Glass' senior leadership was an importa11t
factor in helping lhe women's team to its second consecutive OVC title.
satu they are not Stopping
now.
"We're ju~t going to go into
it as hard as we can," Alonte
.;aid. "This tcan\ ha.~; got grt!at
chemistry. We're hoptng that
can carry us,"

Gla)\~

iJ> t!4ually confident.

''I think we have a pretty

good chance against any team
that we' re going to go up,"
Glass :-aid. "Our team is so
deep, and I think that's our
greate-.t attribute."

The lirst-round rnatchup~
\\ill be announced May 2 at6
p.m. The Internet bwadcast
featuring those announcements can be accessed at
www. ncancham pionshi p~ 
.com,

MSU football ends spring practice with scrimmage
Bv Ju sTIN M cGill
Sr.o.r ~ WFtTER

An e»plosivt! offense was the
highhgln of Murray St:1te's first
intrasquad 'crimmuge Saturday.
Spring practice t!nded with the 45rninute prac1ice game. and offensive
coordinator Jeff Menage is pleased
\\ith the prospect~ of having a dangeroul> oftt!n:o.t! ne»t sea....on.
"We had moved the hall well all
'pnng. but WI! hadn' t scored a lot,"
Menage: said. •·on Saturda). we got
to the end :tone four or ti'e times.
and a couple of those were on hig
plays. It wa~ good to see u~ mal.:e
some explosive plays and ~ore from
a long way out."
Those big pla)s included junior
wide receiver Marcu' Chri~ton 's 70yard touchdm'n run on a reverse and
a 60-yard touchdown pas' from
junior quarterback Stewan Childres~
to junior wide receiver Deandre
Green.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio also
wao; plea,ed ~ ith the pt\~lucuwness
of the offen,e. hut '>llid that rni ~ed
4uestion' about the Racers' ddi:nst.>.
"When one side pla) S good, )OU
worry about the other side," Pannun-

satd. "On one end, you' re happ)
hecause you· re explosi\'e on offen!>C.
On the nther end. to play good
defen~e )OU can't give up big plays.
\Ve hadn' t done that all spring, so it
concerns me a little bit."
Despite hi' con\:em about defense
after the pcrfonnance Saturday. Pannuntio <>;~id last year\ unit, \\h1ch
showed great impro\'emem over the
:!()()() season. will be en:n better in
21XI2.
"We' re mon: nthletic on the dcfen~iw end, e~pec1ally in the o;econdary
and our lint!bad.ers." P;~nnun7.JU
~id . "We're a liule b114uid:cr to the
football. and part of that may be the~e
kid-. are in the ~ystem tnr the ~econd
year tn a row and ;tre bt-coming
familiar with it."
PannunLio said juntor lullback
Jamie Al~xander provided the
bigge">t surprise of the o;prin~. ptcking up the ofleno;ive sy,tem quickly
after ~h1fting there from the <lefen;;ive line.
"Stnce l came here, \\e\ ·e been a
onc·had, otTen~l'." Pannuntiu s.1id.
'·We' \e dabbled tn the ''I" fonnation
uliule btl. and Janm:' s going to tx· a
fullback-onented type of pla)er that
'~e haven' t had here in a while."
LJO

'

The Racer; \\iII have a core of running lxu.:ks capable ol heing the locus
of the offense, Menage said. Senior.-.
Billy Blanchard. Gamer Byars, and
Mario Riley will he joined b} fre~h
rnan Ron Lane and Ulys:-.c~ Odom
ne:l(( sea.-.on.
"Running back is unique in that
you can never have enough."
Menag~ said. "The freshmen are
unprO\'en. You knm\ there'~ some
talent there, but they haven' t played.
Gamer. Mano and Billy are all capable of heing the feature back in an
ol fett\C. We "til never never 'have
injuries at running bad that will
make us change what we do. They all
bring ~omething different to rhe
r.able."
Menage satd Childress has made
!'oi£nilicnnt ~tride' ,rhi, :.pring. wmething he- was unable to do last spring
hecau..;e of injury.
"It took him a long time to get
h.1d l.t~t fall after mis-.ing last
'pnng;· Mt•nagt! \aid. "I'm an"<iuu ...
to 'ee what \\ill transfer from thi~
~>pring 10 the fall because he'~ h<td it
15-practice ~pring like ever) h{xly
dse. I fe gor better each d;\) .''
Pannunzio .;aid the oflen,ive '} stem will remuin largely un\:hangcJ

Jenny I iahn/ The

New~

Murray State senior running back Mario Riley breaks free
in the Racers' annual blue-gold scrimmage Saturday.
during the sea.-.on.
"We have a \·etemn offensive line
coming hack, and that should be the
group that get-. us going in the right
diredion." Pannun1io <.aid. "Ohvtou~ly, we' re concerned about the
way Stewan played la'l year und the
lack of scoring in the red zone. We' re
looking :u a couple of thmg~ there.
:Jnd that will be con~tantly rt:\IC\\ed
thi., \C<I\0/l ."
Pannuruio said the scnmmage wa'

important for the tt.'arn, but what kind
of team the Racer-. will field will not
be known until the se<L~on begins
Aug. 31 at Memphb.
"Like I told the kids, the unly
opponent \\c're facing nght nm~ is
u~." Pannun111> ~ud. "We'H: got to
get ouf'>el"-'" hctter. If we can do
that. our next opponent will he Mem·
phk Until we get that taken care of.
there 1:-.n' t <IllY rca-.on In look any
place eh.e: ·
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ovc Action

SporW&fit
Nikola Atacic,
Marla Alonte
Nikola Aracic
and Maria AJonte
are in this week's
Racer SportUght.
Aracic, senior
from the men's
tennis team,
earned his second
straight and third
overall OVC Player of the Year
Award.
Aracic was 2(}.5
in singles play at
No. l singles in
2002 and was one
half of the No. 37
nationally rartked
doubles team.
Alonte, senior
from the women's

ovc •••• w

ScoNI

AldD

EICUt
Slalford 4

Thieke enters record books
with 200th victory as coach

McCarty earned his third save of the
season. He entered in the seventh
inning and held the Breds' 7-5 lead.
For the week, McCarty pitched four
and two-thi rds innings, surrendering no runs and five hits while striking out two batters.
McCarty has appeared in 14 games
thus far for the Thoroughbreds and
currently sports a 1-3 record with
three saves and a 5.39 ERA.
Voyles hit .538 (7-for-13) against
UT-Martin with two doubles and a
home run. Voyles scored six runs,
drove in six and had a .923 slugging
percentage. He was equally successful in the fie ld with 14 assists in the
UT-Martin series and 23 for the
week. Voyles' three-run home run in
the series' second game was the
highlight of a seven-run inning
against UT-Martin.
Voyles is currently fourth on the
team in hitting with a .321 batting
average and has also is tied for the
team lead in home runs with four.

With a 7-5 victory Sunday that
completed a three-game sweep of
Tennessee-Martin, Head Coach Mike
Thieke picked up his 200th career
victory as coach of the Murray State
Thoroughbreds.
As a player at MSU, Thicke built a
4-1 record as a MSU pitcher in 1973
and recorded a no-hitter against Purdue. Thieke was also a key factor on
the mound as a senior when MSU
captured the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship .
Since 1994, Thieke has averaged 23
tennis team, won
wins per season. He reached the 1006-2, 6-4 over
win plateau in 1998 with a 15-8 win
Luciana TanlburirU
over Eastern Kentucky.
in the No. 4 s.ingles
As of April 25, the Thoroughbreds
and was one half
are 7-5 in the OVC and 14-21 overall
,(,f the lone doubles
under Thieke.
victory in Sunday's OVC ChamTwo Thoroughbreds pick up
pionship final
Alonte was 16-8 OVC awards after sweep
in 2002 between
Two Thoroughbreds received Ohio Women's rowing earns first
No. 3 and No.4
Valley Conference honors last week trophy at SIRA Championship
singles
as senior closer Rick McCarty was
After making it through the prenamed OVC Pitcher of the Week and
liminary heats Sunday, the women's
senior shortstop Mike Voyles was
rowing team captured its first-ever
Futfact
named Co-Player of the Week.
trophy
at the Southern IntercolleOnApril26,
McCarty earned both a win and a
1984, having
giate
Rowing
Association Champisave during MSU's three-game
never won an
sweep of UT-Martin. In the first onships.
NBAplayoff
Murray State's novice fours group
game, McCarty threw a career-high
game, the New
four innings, which were the last of won the title of its class. Freshmen
the 10-inning contest. On Sunday, Lensey Edwards, Candace Wallace,
Jersey Nets complete a c<.llossal
upset in the first
OVC Baseball
Racer Athletic
OVC Baseball
round l.,f the postStandings
Schedule
Schedule
season by beating
Apr.
l7
Bn~b~ll
the defending
l! T•.\~rtln 0 E.utrm K""rucl.y (Oij). 12
S.llurday h . Arl...lns.1s-l.iltle Rod;
SEMO
world champion
7-2 "'"'~
(DH),l pm.
7-5
T~tlne;,......, Te.:h@ M~>r~h,•,,u 't.lte IDHJ. I
Morehead State
Sund~y vs. Arkan:;n·Utl lt! Rock, l
Philadelphia
r.m
7•5 f"'''''NI Ullnms 0 l!.lll <;l.ltO'(DHt. I p.m.
pm
Murray State
76ers in five
S-4 Ar~>,.t-ldtl~ Rnck 0 Murr'y 5t..lt (DH), 1 Tu•':lday@ Soulhem Illinois, 3 p.m.
Austin
Peay
games with a 101pm
Eastern Illinois
6·5 "u.Un r~ e Si.MO (OH}, 2 p.rn.
Men's .tnd Womtn't OutdoorTraclo.
98 win at the
Eac;tem Kentucky
6-6
Sdturday it MSU Two light, TBA
Apr.
:til
Spectrum.
Tennessee Tech
3-6
Ul•M.nllnO E.t<ltm Kt•ntu.·~• . 12 noon

Tennessee-Martin

3-11

11.111 St.lte@ E•>tem llltnm•IDHI. I p.m.
A•~·'"'"'·LHtl• Rr~l q M~rr.w!>l•te, I p m
Au• lin r~ G ~EMCl. I p m
ltnnnset Tech 0 M.>~~··ad Stall>, I p.m.

SOurce: Workman
Publishing

cl ~]]oway

Women'$ Rowing

Solturday@ loulsvillt•, TBA
Mt'n's and Women's Golf
Monday·Wedne;day Cll 0\'C Cham·
piunships (0 Paducah)

]mn

Murray

Kristin Slater and Rachel Brown
rowed in eight minutes and 11.8 seconds, 9.6 seconds ahead of secondplace Central Florida.
The varsity four crew placed third
in the petite final (second six teams)
with a time of eight minutes and 23.7
seconds, 17.9 seconds behind firstplace Washington (Mo.). TI1e varsity
four crew included junior Sara Barton, sophomores Sharlene Beckett
and Elizabeth Skees and freshman
Lauren Helms.
The rowing team visits Louisville
tomorrow for a dual meet.

Men's, Women's track place
strongly at Vandy Invitational
At Saturday's Vanderbilt Invitational, the men's and women's track
teams placed strongly with the men
finishing third out of 14 teams and
the women placing sixth out of 12
teams.
For the women, sophomore C hantal Curtis placed fifth in the 200mcter dash, senior Emily Herndon
finished third in the 5000-meter run
and the 4-by-100 meter relay team
finished fourth. Freshman Jamie
Nurnberger finished fifth in discus
and second in hammer during the
throw events.
The men put six participants in the
top five. Senior James Smith finished
third in the 3000-meter run, senior
Jeremy Kirk placed third in the 5000-

Intramural Soccer
Standings
Residenll•l Collese
Men

RACER Foundation to host
annual Racer Classic Tourney
The Murray State RACER Foundation is hosting its annual Racer Classic
Golf Tournament on June 7.
This year's event will be held at the
Miller Memorial Golf Course with
shotgun tee times beginning at 8 a.m..
and ending at 1:30 p.m.
The cost is $8 per player /six-man
scramble. The registration fee
includes a Murray State embroidered
soft cooler, team color photo, Outback
Steakhouse lunch, green and cart fees,
a chance to win $10,000 and $100,000
and special hole prizes.
AU proceeds will benefit Racer Athletics, and the tournament is sponsored by Marion-Pepsi. For more
information, call 762-6800.

Clzris ]ung is :;ports editor for "The
Murray State News."

Women
II art

4·1
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2·2
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Rachmond
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IILostcr
ll.ut

5-0

White

~-1

Springt!l'

Franklin
Whitt•

3-2

Richmond
R<"!;enb
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meter run and freshman O.J. Elrington finished fourth in the long jump.
MSU placed sophomore Brian Knippen first, junio r Jay Matheny second,
junior Jon Cargill third and junior
Garrett Middleton fourth in the shot
put. In the discus, jun ior Jay Matheny finished third, junior Garrett Midd leton place fourth and sophomore
Brian I<nippen finished fifth . Junior
Jon Cargill placed third and junior
Garrett Midd leton was fifth in the
hammer event.

1·3
1·3
1·3
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All intramural soccer
games are played
Monday-Thursday on
the intramural fields
beginning at 6 p.m.

Want to build your
- - resume with
real experience?

Now Under New Ownership
and Management
The Murray State News is now
hiring sales representatives for the

All Rooms $39+tax
Clean Rooms, HBO, Pool

Coming Soon

2002-03 school year. If you are
hardworking, persistent, and cari
meet deadlines please apply at The
News office, 1st floo.r Wilson Hall.
. All majors are accepted.
Salary + Commission

International Fine Dining

Also Coming Soon:
Beer Garden and Lounge
For Infotmation or Reservations
(270) 753-5986 or 800-808-0036

.

-

..

1202 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Also Hiring: Assistant Sports Editor

rife

~Jt~~y
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'Breds fall to Southern Illinois
BY CHRIS JUNG
SPORTS EDITOR

Apparently, this is why baseball is such an
unpredictable sport.
After sweeping three games at TennesseeMartin lao;t weekend, the Murray State Thoroughbreds Cl4-20. 7-5 Ohio Valley Conference) were unable to find an offensive rhythm
Tuesday in a 15-5 loss to Southern Illinois.
"Baseball is definitely a day-to-day game,"
Head Baseball Coach Mike Thieke said.
Tuesday. the offensive fury belonged to the
Salukis, who belted out 19 hits. SJU designated hitter Ross Kowzan went 5-for-6 with two
doubles and two RB is.
Despite accumulating only five hits. the
'Breds had a chance to win late m the game.
After cutting the deficit to three runs, MSU
trailed 8·5 with runners on first and third bases
and two outs in the bottom of the seventh
inning. Junior second baseman Ronnie Sects
struck out, however, ending the Breds' rally.
"We just weren't able to get the big hit when
the game was close," Thieke said.. ''(SIU's)
starting pitcher did a great JOb of moving the
ball around on us."
Freshman right-hander Craig Kraus had
another encouraging outing for MSU. Kraus.
who recently moved into the Breds' starting
rotation. pitched five-and-a-third in nings.
striking out two and giving up nine hits and
four earned runs.
"(Kraus) did a great job for us." Thieke -;aid.
"He kept us in the game and gave us a chance
to win fhat's all you can ask for from a freshman against a lineup like SIU's."
Offensively, MSU wa' led by senior designated hitter Andy Manier. who went 2-for-4
with a double and a run scored. Junior first
baseman Brett McCutchan wa.s 1-l'or-5 with
one run scored and one R B I.
After Sects' strikeout in the seventh. MSU

MSU sweeps OVC

series at UT-Martin
S TAFF R EPORT

Jenny Hahn/The Ne'on

Murray State junior center fie lder Garner Byars prepares to make contact on a pitch
during Wednesday's 15-S loss to Southern Illinois. Byars was 1-for-4 with a run scored.
turned to its bullpen , which has been important
for the 'Breds this ~eason. Soon after his entry.
however. junior right-hander Kevin Moulder
surrendered three base hits to load the bases.
SIU's Sal Frisella slapped a routine base h it
into left field. Sen ior le ft fie ldu Todd Satterlicld charged the ball. but was unable to come
up with it. The two·run error put the Salukis up
I 0-5 and opened the floodgates.
"It wa.., an aggressive error," T hieke said. "I
can't look down o n an attempt to make something good happen."

Southern Illinois scored two more runs in the
same inning and would tack on three more in
the ninth inning to put the game out of reach.
Moulder threw close to 70 pitches in relief.
''Middle relief is an important role," Thieke
said . ''We don't have u tremendous amount of
depth. <tnd we can 't give up a chance to win
tomorrow by wasting a pitcher when the game
seemed to be out of reach for us."
Murray State begin' a doubleheader at 1
p.m. Suturday again!>! Arkansas-Little Rock.
The series continues Sunday at l p.m.

Enteri ng last weekend's three-game series with Tenneo;seeMartin, the Mu rray State T horoughb reds hnd t>een u nable to find
con~istency in its offense.
The 'Breds found that consistency. scoring 29 runs and belting
45 hits in thrl!e games against tht: Sk:yhawks en route to tnktng
second place in the Ohio Valley Con ference standings.
In game one of Satu rday's double header. the 'Breds used a balanced offensive attack led by senior left fie lder Todd Smterlicld,
who was 4-for-5 with two runs and an RB I.
Junior second baseman Ronnie Seets turned in an identicnl 4for-5 performance in MSU's 12- 10 victory. Seets d rove in two of
those runs.
Sophomore right-hande r Burt Peach, junior left·hander Craig
R ingwald and senior closer R ick McCarty combined for fiveand-a-third innings pitched and allowed only th ree earned runs.
McCarty picked up his first win of the season.
T he second contest of the day featured much of the same in the
'Bred s 10-7' win. Senior shortstop Mi ke Voyles went 2-for-3
with th ree RBls. und senior catcher Brian Bocshko wns 2-for-4
with an additional three RB b
Senior left-bander Scott Greene pitched four scoreless innings
in relief to earn his first victory of the season.
T he · Breds completed the sweep and gave Head Coach Mike
T h ieke his 200th career victory with a 7-5 win in the third game
Sunday.
Junior catcher Charlie Ward's three-run home run sparked the
offense and allm\ed senior right-hander M ike Noonan to earn his
first win of the o;eason.
Senior shortstop Mike Voyles was a lso 2-for-4 with two runs
scored and an RB l.
With the win~. the ' Breds are now two victories away from
reaching its next team milestone, wi n number 1.100 in its history.
Next up for the . Breds will be a three-game series beginning at
I p.m. Saturday at Reagan Field against Arkansas-Lillie Rock.
T he series continues Sunday at I p.m.
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No\v Hiring
for 2002-0.~
Classlfled Ads Manager
Ad Productio n Manager
Assi-;tant Sports Edito r
Apply today at The
New s o ffice, 1st floor
WUso n Hall.

P. S
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Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

Takina Bomar • Angie Ladd

Past Lowe's on 12 I North at Country Square • Murray
1

Patty Knott • Heather Burkeen

Walk-Ins WeiGome!
MON- SAT

753-3688

MounlJin>,

t\ll~::t• Mow lit·JUtlfUI Cl~;~pd~, Ord.l1t\\.'tl

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes. you' ll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu. Maui. or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful lropical-therned center is open with three certified lherapists whose on ly
job is to give you the best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

Want to build your
r esume with r eal
experience?

Ilts.Ml!rraY State N~~ b now
h lrinR ~ales repre,;entatlve~~
fo r the '200l·03 K hool )·t'ar~
If you an: hardworking.
pcr.l!iccnt. and can m t.'CI
deadUncs plea.~ apply :u The
Nc:ws o ffice. lst floor WIJ"'on
Hall. AU 1'11:1jors are un:eptcd.

Salarr ., Comm to;slon

Classified Rates

.

25 ~ per word fc>t' the ,
fir~t 20 words.
2 0 (' <..'<.ICh
adt.li1 ional word.

Bold Face Type:
$1 r>cr lhh::
Attentio n g etters
"'.."( -~( ---

$1

Classifieds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAll 762-4478!
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Air conditioning 'up and running'
System restructuring necessary after setbacks in residential colleges
for student group exemptions

LoveH:

IY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

From Page 1
Lovett fees in order to take into account student organizations raising money for charity.
"I don't think there's any question about
whether outside groups should have to pay to
use the facility or whether a group should have
to pay for electricians or stage managers,"
Robertson said. "The big question is when
there is a rental rate just to use the facility. particularly for student groups who are recognized
for the University, and if the function is one
where is money being raised for charities."
Key said she has spoken with Robertson and
University President F. King Alexander about
restructuring the Lovett fees system next

semester.
''The fee structure in the fall will be nowhere
near what it is now," Key said.
Robertson said the University will have to
restructure the system in order to exempt student organizations from paying fees and maintain Lovett's upkeep.
"One of the problems lhat they"ve had is
there really has been no budget set up for
Lovett Auditorium." Robertson said. "We just
have to look at it as a University, and if it's not
appropriate to charge, then what kind of financial systems can be provided to Lovett to maintain its operation."

After the weather's recent quick
change from cool to hot, residents of
Regents and White colleges finally
have their air conditioning.
Interim Hou$ing Director David Wilson said the delay with the air conditioner oc:curred because there had to be
a four-to-five day power outage to
replace the chillers in the residential
colleges.
''If they did it at Christmas it was
going to be several days during some
pretty cool weather without any heat in
the building and they were concerned
they would have frozen pipes," Wilson
said.
Wilson said there was a power out-

age a few years ago over Winter Break
that resulted in several water pipes
breaking when they froze.
'The plans were, in the best case scenario, they would do it at Spring Break;
then by the time it typically turns warm,
they would be able to tum the air conditioner on.'' Wilson said.
Wilson said although the temperature
is now normal for this time of year. it
was "cooler in those days."
Wilson said, in order to accommodate students, they put fans in the residential college hallways to circulate air,
and the Curris Center was open for
extended hours on weekends for stu·
dents to have a cool place to congregate.
Wilson said one of the problems with
turning the air conditioning on was the

warranty on the chillers.
"To start those up. their warranty
states that one of their own operatives
has to come down and help start it up,"
Wilson said. "If we were to start up on
our own. it would void the warranty."
Wilson said the air conditioning is
now on and running.
''They are on today," Wilson said.
''Both of them are on and running. They
have a little work to do on them, but
they can wait until after school is out to
do it."
White College residence director
Kiley Newell confirmed that the air
conditioning was up and running
Wednesday.
Said Newell: "I'm sure they (the students) are really pleased that it's back
on."

Monday Special
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Take a study break from finals to get refreshed, •
relaxed, and rejuvenated. Call853-1172 today!

~'Ifie (jo { tfen 'Ioucfi
~
Massage Therapy
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.rn.-6 p.m. • Coldwater Road, Murray
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1407 w. Main St. • Murray, KY
- - - - - - 753-4682 - -- - - -

Phone 767-Q098
1617
121 North Bypass
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NIEON IBIEA.C:H
Tanni n g & Storage Aentol
Full Service induding:
• I 5 Tanning Beds

Msu Stuimts
I0% discount off tanriM PaCkaMs.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

• Receive free packet of

{also 2 upgrades)

tanning lotion w/purchase

• 20 mtn. Cyberdome
• 12 min. Sundash Radios

Hgurs

of Unlimited Tanning

I uP · S.tt

Aero-. ... from Br,Hilev Hookston.•
W.all~-ins \\h•konw

Man. ·11us.
8 a.m.· I 0 P.Jn.
8

R1..
a.m.-

812 Whltnell Drive

Sat.

MUI'I'IIY

9 P.Jn.

753-3333

Spring 2002
Final Exam
Schedule

COMMON FINALS • Sluderu I8QUirtd 1o I8Q •
common llnal may alto be .-qulred to take the Hnal
exam at the regutany 8CI1eduted dma, ln1tructota
Mil PfOYide addollonal ~

Schedule 101

E•arn Day
Man . May 8

o.v c . . _

E•am Tltne

s·oo
1030
1·30
400

Regulat ClaSS Time
8:30MWF
1100·1215TTH
230MWF
CIV 101 IW1d 102

Common Final

Tues., May 7
800
130

930MWF
11:30MWF
12:30 • 1 45 TTH

8.00

9:30 • 10:45 TTH

10:30

1230MWF

1:30

2:00 • 315 TTH

8:00

8:00· 1:15 TTH
and•·30MWF

10:30

10.30MWF

1:30

1:30MWF

800

7:30MWF
and 3 30 • US TTH

10~

Wed MAyS

Tl'lurs , May 9

Fn . May 10

10'30

An MSU Tradition Since 1983

14exican Food,
Deli sandY~iches,
BBQ 6. FUll Bar
Features Include ...
Peel & Eat Shrimp
seafood Gumbo

3:30MWF

On Campus

Saturday
Monday
Tuesday

Te•t Oay

O.le

Saturday Moming

~~

Wednesday

Monday EvtNng
Tuelday Evening
Wednesd41y E,.nong

Thursday

Thursday Evening

May6
Mlly 7
MayS
May9

Mon.-Tues. 11 a.m .-10 p.m .
Wed.-Sat. 11 a.m .-12 a.m .
Open sunday 11 a.m.-a p.m.

,eed a fast IUDCbf Cfr~ USI
!)ioe CJa or C6arr~ Out
The UniveBity Calendal, Schedule ol Ctasua, and
Final &am Sclledo.lle .,. aubjeclro change as
deemed
en the Ju<~gemenc o1c11e
Unlversoty • adrmnlslratoon ,

-rv

• Individual leases

• Washer & dryer in each apt.
•
•
•
•

Sc:hedoAe lot SatUiday atld E~ C1asset •
Ctess Day

• 4 bedroom I 4 bathroom
• 2 bedroom I 2 bathroom

Private Dining Room Available
Corner of 10th & Arcadia · 759-8866

Swimming pool
Lighted tennis court
Private bath in each bedroom
High speed Internet
• Clubhouse with pool table, foosball, ping pong,
stereo, TV
• Fully furnished or unfurnished

• Fitness center
• FREE cable with HBO
• FREE water
• Minutes from campus

* 6 month leases available for 4 br units only. ~
Call for details.

~==m

